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Women’s health 
research to 
expand at GVSU
State-of-the-art women’s health 
research lab to open in Cook-DeVos
GVl / Matt Butterfield
Health expansion: The Cook-DeVos Center for Health Sciences in downtown 
Grand Rapids, where the MSU/GVSU Women's Health Center will be located, is 
seen here on Feb 6
By Danielle Arndt
GVL Senior Reporter 
Originally published Feb. 7. 2008
Women’s health care is 
making big strides in Grand 
Rapids, and Grand Valley State 
University is following close 
behind.
GVSU, in partnership with 
the West Michigan Science 
and Technology Initiative, 
Spectrum Health and Michigan 
State University, is opening a 
state-of-the-art women’s health 
research lab on the fifth floor 
of the Cook-DeVos Center for 
Health Sciences.
The lab will be suited for 
basic and clinical research 
and will focus primarily 
on women’s reproductive 
issues, such as pregnancy, 
thyroid abnormalities and 
gynecological cancers, said 
WMSTI Executive Director 
Linda Chamberlain.
No renovations are in store 
for the CHS though. Currently, 
the building’s fifth floor 
contains GVSU’s cellular and 
molecular biology curriculums, 
as well as the WMSTI, which 
provides wet lab space to start­
up businesses.
“Part of this latter facility 
will be home to the Women’s 
Health Institute,” Chamberlain 
said.
The existing space already
has 100 necessary pieces 
of cutting-edge laboratory 
equipment that GVSU will 
be dedicating specifically to 
research in women’s health.
“The lab is essentially 
ready now, with the pending 
occupation of a new clinical 
research team,” Chamberlain 
said.
The timing is both 
coincidental and
complementary with other ob/ 
gyn efforts in the region, she 
said.
MSU’s Dr. Richard Leach, 
nationally recognized for 
his research in obstetrics, 
gynecology and reproductive 
biology, will be one of the lab’s 
leading research practitioners. 
His studies include the 
conditions and diseases that 
affect women and fertility, 
such as endometriosis and 
miscarriage.
Leach is the chairperson of 
MSU’s ob/gyn department and 
is involved in the recruiting and 
hiring of a research director to 
oversee the new lab.
“We are really enthusiastic 
about bringing top-notch 
researchers to the area to 
investigate some of the more 
dominant questions facing 
women’s health,” Leach said. 
“(GVSU’s facilities) provide a 
very attractive environment for 
recruiting.”
Much of the funding for
the lab comes from Spectrum 
Health Hospitals.
In May 2006, Spectrum 
signed an agreement with 
MSU’s medical school pledging 
$80 million to support them in 
their move to Grand Rapids. 
A portion of that money, $30 
million, is to be dispersed 
during the next several years 
to aid in research endeavors, 
said Bruce Rossman, Spectrum 
Health spokesman.
In addition to providing 
financial support. Spectrum 
physicians and staff will be 
taking part in the research as 
well. Spectrum is currently 
focusing most of their research 
efforts in investigating cancer 
and heart disease, Rossman 
said.
“It’s a very exciting 
opportunity,” Rossman
added. “Every member of the 
partnership brings something 
different and unique to the 
table.”
He said it was a natural 
and logical endeavor for the 
hospital considering women 
make up a large percentage of 
their patient population. Just as 
an example, 80,00() births take 
place at Spectrum annually, he 
said.
GVSU associate professor of 
nursing Gayla Jewell said she 
is proud to see GVSU involved 
in something like this.
“It was the Clinton 
administration to finally admit 
publicly that all the health 
research in the country was 
currently being conducted 
on men and then applied to 
women,” she said.
There is now a nation­
wide movement to develop 
departments to investigate 
women’s health.
“Youcan’tjust apply findings 
to a woman — a woman’s body 
is far different than a man’s,” 
Jewell said.
She said a woman’s 
chemistry is different and 
women have hormones that 
can be affected differently 
by various medications and 
dosages. Women also have 
different skeletal structures, 
she said.
“It’s the same way you 
cannot do research on a dog and 
apply it to cat, or research on 
adults and apply it to children,” 
Jewell said. “You cannot do 
research on a man and apply it 
to women.”
diirndt@lanthorn.com
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APARTMENTS AND TOWNHOMES
$625 - 51075
SPECIALS TO SAVE. YOU 
UP TO SI85.00 PER MONTH'
CALL TODAY 453-9999
• 1 or 2 Bedroom apts or
3 bedroom condo-style townhomes
• • Convenient location to both downtown 
and allendale campus
• Immediate freeway access
• Washer/Dryer and Garage included
• Flexible 6,9,12 month leases
•Select units only
/ Qualitu
Arbor Heights *
TOWNHOMES
t-Judsonvdle.
s675 -5735
CALL TODAY 457-3450
• 2 bedrooom 1200 Sq. Ft. ranch 
townhomes with full basements 
garage included
Specials to save you up to-Jf- 
ONE MONTHS RENT!
•Select units only
A Region's Worth 
of Opportunity!!
Murk your calendar lor September 27, 2008 when 
Michigan's East Central Region invites nursing 
students from around the stare to visit us and learn 
why the best nursing opportunities are available here:
• A huh of medical care, including 
16 acute-care hiispitals and even 
more long-term care facilities in 
need of highly trained nurse>
• Early adoption of cutting-edge 
technology, including robotic 
surgical systems, Gamma Knife, 
64-dice cardiac CTs, and more
• Competitive pay and benefits job security, and 
incentives for continuing education
• Low cost of living in urban, suburban, 
and rural locations
• Excellent housing and shopping
• Woodlands and waterways for outstanding 
four-seasons recreation
• Commercial airport serving the region
• Colleges and universities
• Diverse cultural offerings, including festivals, events, 
parks, gardens, museums, and music
Michigan’s East Central Region includes mid- 
Michigan, rhe Thumb and near north - including 
the counties of Arenac, Bay, Clare, Gladwin, I luron, 
Gratiot, Iosco, Isabella, Lapeer, Midland, Ogemaw, 
Roscommon, Saginaw, Sanilac, and Tuscola.
This srudcnr event will include lunch, networking 
opportunities with working professionals, gilts and prizes! 
Id register, log on to www.micluganvvorks.com/liealthcare.
in Hast Central Health Care
MICHIGAN REGIONAL SKILLS ALLIANCES '
WGRKS!
Students sue Copper Beech
By Michelle Hamilton
GVL News k'ditor
Originally published Sept. 24. 2(X)7
A pair of students from Grand 
Valley State University are suing 
the housing complex they lived 
in last year to get their security 
deposits back.
GVSU seniors Jenn Bedard and 
Juliana Nahas have filed separate 
lawsuits with Copper Beech 
Townhome Communities for their 
security deposits, worth about $370 
each, and all court fees they incur 
during the lawsuit process.
Beejan Savabi, executive 
director of sales for Copper Beech, 
said he is not aware of Bedard and 
Nahas’ specific complaint and does 
not know of any former residents 
who are still owed a security 
deposit.
“I can assure you that everyone 
who was supposed to receive a 
security deposit has received their 
security deposits back," Savabi 
said.
In October of 2006, all residents 
of Copper Beech Townhomes in 
Allendale, Mich, were given a 
lease renewal form on which they 
were asked to indicate whether or 
not they were planning on signing 
a renewal lease for the following 
year. At this time, one of Bedard’s 
roommates indicated on the notice 
from Copper Beech she was 
planning on renewing her portion 
of the lease and indicated this on 
the lease renewal notice.
At the bottom of the lease 
renewal form, a single paragraph 
states: “If I fail to sign a renewal 
lease, after indicating that I will be 
renewing, I understand that I will 
lose the full amount of my security 
deposit. I also understand if I do 
not renew my lease, my security 
deposit will be returned to me less 
any applicable deductions within 
30 days of the lease expiration.”
“It’s not something they are 
forced to sign,” Savabi said. “If 
they don’t sign they’re just not 
guaranteed their unit (for the next 
year),” he said.
The renewal form is very clear 
and it is a standard procedure for 
Copper Beech, he added.
One of Bedard and Nahas’ 
roommates did sign a new lease, in 
addition to the renewal notice, and 
had about two months of unpaid 
rent during the summer. Savabi 
said. That is why the security 
deposit was kept, he added.
The women were allegedly 
informed by the managers of 
their complex that because one of 
their roommates decided not to 
renew her lease, after indicating 
in October that she would, none of 
the four tenants would be receiving 
their security deposit back. Bedard 
said.
If a minimum of one tenant in a 
multiple person apartment decides 
to re-lease, it is the policy of Copper
Beech to transfer the full security 
deposit for the townhome to the new 
lease, according to a Copper Beech 
representative who preferred not to 
be identified. It is the responsibility 
of the residents who do not re-lease 
with Copper Beech to collect their 
security deposits from the tenants 
who move into the apartment, the 
representative said.
According to the Michigan 
Landlord-Tenant Act, security 
deposits can only be used to 
reimburse a landlord for rent owed 
or to pay for damages residents 
caused to the facilities other than 
normal wear and tear. I .and lords 
are also required to notify tenants 
of any charges for negligent rent or 
damages within 30 days of the end 
of a lease.
In the case of Bedard and Nahas, 
a move-out inspection was never 
performed on their apartment, even 
after all four of the women had 
indicated they had no interest in 
renewing their lease, Nahas said.
When their lease was almost 
finished, Nahas went to the property 
manager's office to pick up a check­
out form and was allegedly told 
by a Copper Beech employee, “It 
doesn't matter, you’re not getting 
your money back.”
Nahas Ux>k the form anyway 
and the four roommates cleaned 
their apartment and followed all 
of the terms and conditions on the 
move-out form, she said.
“We did everything that we were 
supposed to, even though they told 
us not to,” Nahas said.
Both Nahas and Bedard had 
mediation appointments with 
Copper Beech scheduled for Oct. 
I, 2007. The mediation involved 
a third party who attempted to 
resolve the dispute between the 
housing association and the two 
women without involving a judge 
or jury. This was Bedard’s second 
request for mediation with Copper 
Beech.
“This has become about so 
much more than $400, — it’s about 
principle now,” Bedard said. “I 
don't want anyone else to get stuck 
in this situation.”
news @ lanthorn .com
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In court: Juliana Nahas (left) and Jenn 
Bedard (right) stand in front of their old 
apartment at Copper Beech whom they 
are filing a law suit against.
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GV untouched by smoke-free Ottawa
Ottawa County passes 
smoke-free policy,
GVSU says responsible 
for own decisions
By Michelle Hamilton
GVL News Editor
Originally published Jan. 14. 2008
There is some contention as to whether 
or not Grand Valley State University is 
required to comply with the smoke-free 
policy that Ottawa County instituted Jan. 
I.
The county-wide Smoke-Free Indoor 
Air Regulation requires all public and 
private employers to prohibit smoking 
within their workplaces and within 25 
feet of the building’s doorways, windows 
and air vents.
According to the policy, the only two 
types of businesses that have exemption 
are restaurants and adult foster care 
facilities.
Hope College took the policy a step 
further and implemented a campus-wide 
no-smoking policy as of Jan. I. Those 
who want to smoke on Hope's campus 
must now retreat to their vehicles or to 
public sidewalks.
GVSU administrators, however, said 
the university is not required to follow the 
smoke-free ordinance.
“As it relates to this ordinance. Grand 
Valley State University is subject to its 
own jurisdiction pursuant to the Michigan 
Constitution,” said University Legal 
Counsel Patricia Smith. “In other woixls.
we are responsible for making our own 
smoking policies.”
Typically, the university is granted 
autonomy from certain rules and 
regulations because it would make it 
very difficult for the university to do its 
business if it had to adhere to every local 
ordinance. Smith said.
The university’s smoking policy 
already pmhibits smoking within campus 
buildings, according to Section 514 of the 
GVSU Procedures Manual. In the campus 
policy, there is no mention of a regulated 
distance for smoking outside campus 
buildings, or how far away ashtrays must 
be.
If GVSU were to comply with Ottawa 
County’s smoke-free policy, campus 
ashtrays would have to be relocated to a 
distance of at least 25 feet from building 
entrances, and anyone reported smoking 
within a distance of 25 feet of a building 
could be fined up to $500.
Jim Bergman, co-director of the 
Smoke-Free Environments I .aw Project, 
said there is no question GVSU must 
follow the guidelines of the county’s 
smoke-free regulation. Bergman assisted 
in drafting the policy.
“(GVSU) is not exempt from its 
provisions,” he said. “The same is true 
for other state and private colleges, and 
universities in other counties in which 
such health regulations have been adopted, 
including in Washtenaw County where 
the University of Michigan is located, and 
in Ingham County where Michigan State 
University is located."
Bergman cited Attorney General 
Opinion 7063, which found that
universities are authorized supers isory 
power to control and direct funds and 
also to acquire and develop land, but 
they are not exempt from all local health 
regulations:
“Similarly, the grant of authority 
to public universities with respect to 
education and development of their 
facilities, as found in Sections 553 and 
558 of Chapter 390, does not include an 
expression of legislative intent to relieve 
public universities of their obligations to 
comply with local health regulations.”
When presented with this information. 
Smith did not change her stance.
Moving ashtrays farther away from 
campus buildings would not make much 
of adifference, said James Moyer, assistant 
vice president of Facilities Planning. 
Even though LEED certified buildings 
on GVSU’s campuses have ashtrays 25 
feet away from the dixir, people still leave 
cigarette butts near the entrance, he said.
“Maybe the challenge we have is: Why 
are we not respectful of the university’s 
policies?” Moyer said.
Some students would like to see 
GVSU adopt the county’s policy.
Samantha Knox, vice president of 
Colleges Against Cancer at GVSU, said 
she thinks it is disgusting when non- 
smokers must walk through a fkxxl of 
smoke w hen they enter a campus building. 
GVSU should adhere to the smoke-free 
policy, Knox said.
“I think that Grand Valley shouldn’t 
be exempt from a law like that.” she said. 
"They’re a part of Ottawa County.”
news @ lanthorn .coni
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Smoke-free campus: Students are commonly seen taking smoke breaks outside buildings on 
campus The new smoke-free policy in Ottawa County may possibly change that.
Two arrested in anti-war march
By Rebecca Beard
6’V7. Senior Reporter 
Originally published March 17. 2008
About 300 anti-war protesters 
marched throughout downtown 
Grand Rapids on March 15 to a 
steady cadence created by drums 
and warnings from police officers 
to stay off the roads.
Two people were arrested 
during the hour-long march — a 
drop from a similar protest last 
year where four people, including 
a Grand Valley State University 
professor, were arrested.
ACTIVATE, a Grand Rapids- 
based anti-war group, organized 
the march to protest the fifth 
anniversary of the armed forces’ 
occupation of Iraq. They began 
their match at noon at Heartside 
Park on Ionia Avenue and circled 
downtown and back to the park.
“We’re here to demand an 
immediate withdrawal of all the 
troops, all the armed forces,” 
said Bev Clark, a member of 
ACTIVATE who helped organize 
the protest.
People chanted and carried 
signs that read, “Honor the Vets, 
Stop Making More,” “Make Pizza, 
Not War” and “Dick Cheney shot 
a man in the face.”
One protester placed a “Media 
Lies = Iraq War” banner on a 
railing of the Grand Rapids Press 
building as they marched down 
Michigan Street.
However, not everyone came 
out to support the cause. A man 
in Veterans Park met the caravan 
of protesters with a sign that read 
“Support Our Troops, Win the
War.”
GVSU freshmen Sam Lemmer 
and Whitley Eager came together 
after discovering the protest on 
Facebook. Carrying a sign that 
read, “If war is the answer, we 
are asking the wrong question,” 
Lemmer said increasing 
community involvement is the 
only way to make a diff erence.
“There are people in Grand 
Rapids who want to end the war 
and we can join together,” she 
said. “Without awareness, without 
people getting involved, nothing 
will change.”
Ilie participating protesters 
ranged from kxldlers to dogs to 
Vietnam veterans, which l^emmer 
said she appreciated.
“I saw a little girl chanting ‘no 
war’ with her mom holding her 
up,” lemmer said. “She looked 
like she was about a year old. It 
was so inspiring.”
While some motorists flashed 
peace signs out their windows 
as they passed by, a few irritated 
drivers honked their horns as they 
tried to maneuver through the 
plugged up intersections.
Also clashing with the stream 
of protesters were the police, 
who traveled alongside the march 
arresting two who did not keep to 
the sidewalks.
But Jack Fuller, a witness to 
the second arrest, said the protester 
was trying to follow orders and 
step off the road.
“As she had one foot on the 
sidewalk they grabbed her arm 
and handcuffed her,” he said. “She 
was holding up a ‘love wins’ sign. 
Can you believe they arrested the 
‘love wins’ girl?”
After returning to Heartside 
Park, members of ACTIVATE 
collected donations to post bail for 
the two arrested protesters.
“We raised more than enough 
money,” Clark said. "They were 
out (of jail) by 4 (p.m.) and we had 
$99 left over.”
But Clark said the arrests were 
without merit.
"The police overreacted.” she 
said. “They incite conflict when 
there is none.”
However, GVSU freshman 
Ryan Sensenbrenner said the 
police acted appropriately.
"They told the group repeatedly 
to get on the sidewalks,” he said. 
“You can't just shut down Division 
Street.”
Although he stayed for the 
entire protest. Sensenbrenner said
he disagreed with the cause and 
attended for the opportunity to 
photograph the event.
“For the most part it was 
peaceful, but I thought it was 
misguided.” he said. “I don’t 
believe in having an immediate 
deadline to pull out the troops. If 
I was a terrorist, I'd just hold out
until that date.’^ __
But Sensenbrenner said he is 
not too worried about the protest 
making an impact.
“I think the march fell on deaf 
ears,” he said. “(The protesters) 
didn't come across as serious. 
They looked like a bunch of kids 
smoking and screaming through 
the streets.”
rheard@lanthorn.com
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Rallying arrest: Grand Rapids police officers make an arrest during an anti­
war march after protesters refused to stop walking down the middle of Division 
Avenue At least two arrests were made during the march, which took place on
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A chat with the new Student Senate president
By Kyle Meinke
G\l. Senior Reporter 
Originally Online April 17. 2008
Grand Valley State University 
sophomore Autumn Trombka, of 
Midland. Mich., is a double major 
(chemistry and criminal justice) 
and hopes to one day become a 
forensic scientist.
And after Thursday’s Student 
Senate cabinet elections, she is also 
the newest student body president.
The Lanthorn sat down with 
Trombka to get better acquainted 
with the successor to Frank Foster, 
who concludes his two-year run as 
student president.
Lanthorn: As a freshman, you 
joined Student Senate within your 
first month on campus. Why?
Trombka: I was always 
involved in student government 
in high school, so I was interested 
in joining in college. But I quickly 
found out it’s a lot different here 
— it’s a lot less planning dances
or planning 
parties. It’s 
a lot more 
about doing 
things and 
getting things 
done that 
accomplish 
goals that 
make a 
difference at 
this university.
And I love it — I love making a 
difference and making this campus 
a better place.
Lint horn: Do you find it 
difficult to follow Frank Foster ?
Th»mbka: Frank has been the 
only president of this body while 
I’ve been a part of it, and there are 
a lot of people on the body who are 
in a similar situation. It might be 
a struggle at times, but I think we 
can all see where we're trying to 
go and what we want to achieve. 
We'll be fine.
Lin thorn: President Foster
worked hard to cultivate a 
positive working relationship with 
administration. Is that something 
you plan to continue ?
IVombka: I’ve already
received a phone call from 
President Haas and he's already 
e-mailed all the new VPs. and he 
really wants to work closely with 
us. Tftey are a huge resource for us 
because they arc the ones that can 
make the changes we fight for.
I think our administration is 
very student focused, which is 
why I think many people love 
this campus. I don’t feel like they 
are working against us — they 
really are here for us and really are 
working with us. Administration is 
a great resource for us and I hope 
to continue that.
Lanthorn: What have you 
learned in the past year as vice 
president ofthe Finani eConunittee 
that will help you transition into 
your new role as president?
Trombka: When I ran for vice 
president of the Finance Committee
last year. I knew finance and what 
the committee did and that was 
it. After being on cabinet for the 
past year. I now understand the 
committees and their meth<xls and 
how they get things done.
Lint horn: What do you 
consider to he the biggest 
challenge you face as leader of the 
student body ?
IVombka: We need Senate to 
be known amongst students and 
what the Ixxly can be utilized for. 
We need to educate students on 
how they can use us as a resource 
to get things done anxind campus.
We want to address student 
needs and concerns. Our job 
should be to be there for our 
students to hear those concerns. 
Student Senate wants to make 
Grand Valley the best university 
it can be. and we hope to make 
students realize that is what we are 
here for.
kmeinke® lanthorn .com
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Tax axed: Gale Andrus Travel Agency, located in the Mill Creek Centre at 400 
Ann Street In Grand Rapids, is one of the many businesses affected by the new 
surcharge, which replaces the short-lived service tax.
State service 
tax repealed
By Alicia Wireman
GVL Managing Editor 
Originally published Dec. 6. 2007
Businesses across the state of 
Michigan saw the light of day on 
Dec. 1, 2(X)7 as the new 6 percent 
service tax was axed.
The Coalition to Ax the Tax. 
a group of businesses across 
Michigan, were fighting since 
October to have the tax repealed. 
The Coalition achieved their goal 
Dec. 1,2(X)7 when the State Senate 
passed a bill in the early morning 
that replaced the service tax with a 
surcharge.
The State House then approved 
the tax that same aftemixin, 
causing the actual service tax to be 
in effect for 18 hours.
“(The Coalition) was fighting 
fora full repeal because businesses 
would have moved out of state 
due to the service tax,” said Jared 
R(xlrigucz, vice president of public 
policy and government affairs 
for the Grand Rapids Chamber 
of Commerce. “We were very 
successful and pleased with the 
results of our fight.”
The service tax included a 
sales tax on select services such 
as landscape design, marketing, 
beauty salons and dry cleaning. 
More than 75 percent of businesses 
across the state of Michigan would 
have been affected. Rodriguez 
said.
“The service tax did not take 
into consideration a transaction 
made between two businesses 
owned by the same owner," he 
said. “The owner would have had 
to pay the same tax twice.”
As a result, more than 70 
businesses and organizations 
rallied together to form the 
Coalition to Ax the Tax.
The Coalition proposed a 
surcharge to replace the service 
tax.
“(The C'oalition) knew that we
had to develop an alternative to the 
serv ice tax because the government 
would have never gone for the 
repeal,” R<xJriguez said.
The service tax will be a 21.99 
percent surcharge on the taxes 
businesses will already pay under 
the new Michigan Business Tax, 
which took effect Jan. I. Eiach 
business is capped at $6 million, 
and the surcharge is expected to 
phase out by 2017. The annual 
$737 million that the service tax 
was estimated to bring in will be 
generated by the surcharge.
"This agreement protects health 
care, public safety and education 
while replacing revenue from the 
serv ice tax," sa id Go vemor Jen n i fer 
Granholm in a press release Dec.
1. 2(X)7. “I applaud the members 
of the business community and 
the legislators who worked with 
us to craft this fair and responsible 
compromise."
Gail Andrus, president of Gail 
Andrus Travel, w'as among the 
Coalition to repeal the service 
tax. Andrus said she contacted the 
Chamber of Commerce in (X tober 
and asked what was going to be 
done about the service tax.
“We weren't getting any 
answers from the state of M ich igan, 
so we had to take matters into our 
ow n hands." Andrus said.
Along with Gail Andrus 
Travel, many businesses were 
granted amnesty from paying the 
service tax on Dec. I, 2007 while 
the repeal was taking place. Any 
businesses that did collect will 
have to turn the money over to the 
state. Andrus added.
“Michigan's economy is not 
doing very well.” Rodriguez said. 
“We need to continue to work to 
make sure that the environment 
is conducive for all businesses 
and organizations to stay in 
Michigan.”
managingeditor@lanthorn.com
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Blank diplomas: Students question why majors are not displayed on GVSU graduation diplomas
GV diplomas may add 
inches, but not majors
Graduation diplomas lack individual majors; administration 
says it’s university policy to omit concentrations on degrees
By Michelle Hamilton
GVL News Editor
Originally published Feb. IS. 2008
Many students never 
see a college diploma until 
they receive one in the mail 
after graduation, so they 
may never have noticed that 
diplomas from some schools 
— including Grand Valley 
State University — do not list 
majors.
Some students may not 
care, but at least one senior 
at GVSU this year is doing 
all she can to get her majors 
added to her diploma before 
she graduates in the spring.
Philosophy and Political 
Science major E.L. Smith, 
of Grand Rapids, scheduled 
a meeting with the university 
registrar earlier this semester 
to find out if she could have 
frer majors added to her 
diploma.
She said 
she was 
discouraged 
when told it 
is university 
tradition 
to only list 
degrees on 
diplomas 
and nothing 
could be 
done.
“There 
really 
should be
a reason not to put (majors) 
on (the diplomas), especially 
when other schools do it,” she 
said.
At Ferris State University, 
where Smith received an 
associate's degree, her major 
is shown on her diploma; and 
so she was disappointed when 
she found out the diploma 
she is receiving from GVSU 
this spring will only list her 
bachelor of arts degree, and 
neither of her two majors.
“People always ask you 
what you study, not what 
degree you are getting.” she
1 prefer to hire Grand 
Valley grads, but it's 
just such a hassle to 
get them on board 
and working.”
KEVIN CROSSMAN
REGIONAL DIRECTOR AT 
AGILITY HEALTH
said.
Most students probably do 
not realize what information 
is printed on diplomas until 
they receive one and it is too 
late. Smith said. However, she 
thinks that if enough students 
show concern, something 
could be done.
“I would like to advocate 
to the student body that if they 
would like to see their majors 
on their diplomas to send an 
e-mail to the registrar,” Smith 
said.
University Registrar Jerry 
Montag said it is university 
policy to leave concentrations 
off diplomas, so that is not 
likely to change. However, it 
has come to his attention that 
GVSU diplomas tend to be 
smaller in size than those of 
other schools and university 
officials may be looking into 
making GVSU diplomas 
larger, he said.
It is very 
traditional 
for diplomas 
to only list 
degrees, 
M o n t a g 
added. In 
fact, this 
has been 
true for all 
of the other 
universities 
he has
worked for, 
including 
Oklahoma 
State University and Florida 
Institute of Technology, he 
said.
“The rationale with that is 
normally the transcript tells it 
all,” Montag said.
In the field of physical 
therapy, having a diploma 
that lists a graduate’s major 
is much more convenient for 
the hiring process, said Kevin 
Crossman. regional director 
for Outpatient Operations at 
Agility Health. Until recently, 
when physical therapy degrees 
changed to be “doctorates 
of physical therapy,” there
were setbacks when hiring 
therapists with diplomas that 
did not list concentrations.
Crossman, a 1987 alumnus 
of GVSU, said he prefers to 
hire graduates from his alma 
mater, but GVSU is the only 
school he hires from that 
does not include majors on 
its diplomas. He has hired 
graduates from the University 
of Michigan, Central 
Michigan, Wayne State and 
Marquette universities which 
all included majors on their 
diplomas — but not GVSU, 
he said.
This makes credentialing 
a new therapist for insurance 
difficult because health 
insurance companies require 
a copy of the graduate’s 
transcripts if their diplomas 
do not list a major course of 
study. And getting transcripts 
from GVSU has traditionally 
taken longer than most other 
universities. Crossman said, 
who has been a physical 
therapist in Grand Rapids for 
18 years.
“I prefer to hire Grand 
Valley grads, but it’s just such 
a hassle to get them on board 
and working,” he said.
GVSU alumnus Ehren 
Schuttringer said he did not 
even notice his undergraduate 
diploma did not include his 
major. He is not worried 
though.
“It doesn’t change the skill 
set that you come out with,” 
he said.
For Schuttringer, a graduate 
student at Michigan State 
University, an undergraduate 
diploma is not really special, 
it is more symbolic of the 
accomplishments he made, he 
said.
“It’s really more of an 
award — a pat on the back 
so to speak,” Schuttringer 
added. “A potential employer 
is going to know that I’m an 
econ student.”
new s@ lan thorn. com
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Student Senate VPs 
face impeachment
Student Senate Vice President of Political Affairs Jason Puscas 
faces five charges, impeachment at general assembly meeting
By Kyle Meinke
GVL Staff Writer
Originally published Nov. 15. 2007
For the second time in 
little more than a month, 
impeachment charges have 
been filed against a vice 
president of Grand Valley State 
University’s Student Senate.
Jason Puscas, vice president 
of political affairs, faced five 
charges on Nov. 15, 2007 
at Senate’s weekly general 
assembly.
Puscas’ hearing follows the 
Oct. 11, 2007 impeachment of 
Vice President of lntercultural 
Affairs Joy Nwabueze.
A Senate vote failed to 
convict Nwabueze and she 
retained her position as vice 
president.
If Puscas is found guilty, 
which requires a two thirds 
majority vote, he will remain 
a senator but be removed as 
vice president of the Political 
Affairs Committee.
“Many committee members 
have lost trust in Jason,” said 
PAC member Selma Tucker. 
“It’s clear he has been a good 
senator in the past, but he just 
isn’t what is best for the PAC.”
PAC members drafted the 
charges against Puscas, a 
GVSU junior, and collected the 
10 signatures required to make 
the charges official. Five of the 
six PAC members signed the 
document.
One charge outlines Puscas’ 
attendance record for the 
semester, which includes five 
absences and three tardies 
to cabinet and committee 
meetings.
“The biggest problem is he 
really hasn’t been there for us 
and hasn’t given us a reason
few &
tacts
(for his 
absences),”
Tucker said.
“Committee 
members are 
just getting 
brushed to 
the side.”
Puscas, 
a political 
science 
major, is also 
charged with 
not attending 
Allendale 
Chamber of 
Com merce 
meetings — 
a violation of 
Section 2.03 
of the Student 
Senate 
constitution 
- and taking frequent lobbying 
trips to Lansing without 
inviting committee members or 
informing them of results.
Two final charges include 
failure to keep committee 
members informed regarding 
PAC projects and provoking 
division within the committee. 
One charge states that because 
of Puscas’ leadership, “the 
atmosphere in the committee is 
toxic.”
“The majority of people that 
work directly with him cannot 
do so anymore,” said PAC 
member Jeanine Anderson. 
“He is a good senator, but not 
a good leader.”
Other senators have echoed 
the same sentiment.
“We’re not upset with Jason’s 
work ethic, because he is doing 
some very fulfilling work,” said 
Frank Foster, GVSU Student 
Senate president. “But there 
are other components to being 
a vice president, including 
serving your committee, and
he hasn’t done that.”
Puscas said he has done 
extensive lobbying in Lansing, 
increased political awareness 
around campus, initiated a 
student rights handbook and 
worked to add sidewalks along 
48th Avenue.
“I feel any step I’ve taken 
has bettered the community I 
serve and represent,” Puscas 
said. “Some people on my 
committee have issues with 
their level of involvement... 
I wish they would have come 
to me first, because all of this 
could have been averted.”
Student Senate had gone 
two years since its last 
impeachment hearing, when 
Tony McKay was impeached 
— but not removed — on Oct. 
13, 2005.
If Puscas is not convicted. 
Senate may still impose 
sanctions against him, 
according to Senate Resource 
Committee guidelines. Because 
Nwabueze was not convicted 
of the charges against her. 
Senate assigned her one month 
of sanctions, including extra 
office hours and SRC oversight 
at her committee meetings, 
among others.
“Joy is a poster-child for 
how we want the impeachment 
process to go,” Foster said.
If Nwabueze has fulfilled the 
requirements, the sanctions will 
be lifted at the Nov. 15, 2007 
general assembly meeting.
“Jason and Joy do more 
good for GVSU than probably 
95 percent of people on this 
campus,” Foster said. “But 
there are some housekeeping 
responsibilities we need to take
care of.”
kmeinke@lanthorn.com
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The Grand-est Valley of them all
By Kyle Meinke
CM. Staff Writer
Originally published Nov. 5. 2007
For the second straight year. 
Grand Valley State University is 
Battle of the Valleys champion on 
and off the f<x)tball field.
While the leaker football team 
cruised past Saginaw Valley State 
University on Nov. 3,2007, GVSU 
was crowned champion of the 
fifth annual Battle of the Valleys 
fundraising competition. GVSU 
raised a record-high $31,382, while 
SVSU pulled in $20,319.63.
"We’re feeling pretty confident 
after beating Saginaw Valley twice 
on the same day,” said Student 
Senator Joy Whitt, head of the 
Battle of the Valleys subcommittee. 
“But despite the competition, we're 
proud that we can call this a charity 
event. Only good can come out of 
this, no matter who wins.”
GVSU competed on behalf 
of the Child Abuse and Neglect 
Prevention program in the Helen 
DeVos Children’s Hospital, 
a program that educates the 
community and offers services like 
parent or child counseling.
“rrhis money is going toward a 
program that is important to many 
kval children and families,” said
Kristin Linscott, the Annual Giving 
Coordinator at the hospital. "We are 
very thankful that GVSU stepped 
up to touch so many lives.”
Student Senate had set a goal 
of $30,(KX) for the week, or about 
$1 per person on campus. The 
senators sold 2,(XX) T-shirts and put 
on several events throughout the 
week to reach their benchmark.
Still, a late rally was needed to 
reach the goal. For the final two 
days of this year’s battle. Student 
Senate began relying on more 
impromptu fundraising, including 
going d(*ir-to-door to about 8,(XX) 
off-campus and 5,(XX) on-campus 
residents.
“We just wanted everybody 
to give a dollar a piece, their pop 
bottles, whatever they could do 
to support us,” said Frank Foster, 
GVSU Student Senate President.
Campus Dining netted $15,437 
in debit dollar donations and T- 
shirt sales, about half of GVSU’s 
total for the week. Foster wanted 
to personally thank them for their 
continued support of the charity 
battle.
He also appreciated the support 
of the Greek community, the Office 
of Student Life, Dance Marathon, 
the President’s office, Padnos 
International Center, several deans 
and anyone else that contributed to
the week's success.
"One might think it would be 
hard to rally around a single cause 
with a campus as large as ours, 
but Grand Valley is a special place 
where people really do care about 
the community,” Foster added.
Despite setting a record-high 
this year. Student Senate would 
like to see the bar upped once 
again for next year, possibly as 
high as $37,000 to $40,(XX), Foster 
said. This year’s victory improves 
GVSU’s record to 3-2 in the annual 
charity war, which has now earned 
about $144,746 for charity. The 
two sch(X)ls brought in a combined 
total this year of more than twice 
the amount raised last year.
SVSU represented the City 
Rescue Mission of Saginaw, 
which provides shelter to the area's 
homeless. Though the Cardinals 
came up well-short of GVSU’s 
total, the SVSU Student Association 
was still pleased to help their local 
community.
“We may have lost the battle, but 
we were able to aid a lot of people," 
said Jeremiah Stanghini, SVSU 
student association president. 
“Twenty grand will help a lot of 
homeless people this winter, and 
we are really proud to be a part of 
that.”
kmelnke@tanthorn.coni
Preacher man exercises right to speak, upsets students
By Michelle Hamilton
GVL News Hditor
Originally published Oct. 29. 2007
Free speech was challenged at Grand Valley State 
University when some students silently protested 
a speaker who they thought had crossed the line 
between free speech and hate speech.
On Oct. 24, 2007 the "Preacher Man,” as many 
students are now referring to Michael Venyah, 
began proclaiming a message of repentance and 
condemnation to the GVSU community. Venyah, 
a founder of the religious group Soul Winners 
International, positioned himself underneath the 
Transformational Link, one of GVSU’s two free 
speech areas on campus for two days last week.
With a worn Bible in his hand, Venyah shouted 
to students passing by that they needed to repent or 
they would go to hell for homosexuality, smoking, 
pre-marital sex and masturbation.
The Department of Public Safety received several 
phone calls regarding Venyah from concerned 
students, said Capt. Brandon DeHaan, assistant 
director for the Department of Public Safety. 
However. DPS did not ask Venyah to leave GVSU’s 
campus because he did not commit any crimes, 
DeHaan said.
GVSU senior Adam Le called DPS on Wednesday 
and DPS officers came around noon, but they did 
not force Venyah to leave the campus.
DPS officers escorted Venyah to the Event 
Services Office where he made a reservation to speak 
in the free speech area by the Transformational Link, 
DeHaan said. Venyah was preaching again in less 
than half an hour. On Oct. 25, Venyah was approached 
by DPS at about 2 p.m. because another group had 
reserved the space near the Transformational Link 
and he left GVSU peacefully.
Many students thought Venyah carried the 
concept of free speech too far. Some of them said 
the way he was singling out specific people should 
be considered a bias incident.
“1 see at this university we have some 
homosexuals here.” Venyah said to the crowd after 
seeing two students hug.
Protecting free speech at GVSU sometimes means 
protecting a person’s ability to be hateful, said Dean 
of Students Bart Mcrkle. As long as Venyah did not 
stalk people or disrupt the nomial productivity of the 
university, he was permitted to speak on campus. If 
someone is being verbally addressed and has the 
ability to walk away, it may not be a bias incident, 
Merkle added.
“Vote with your feet," Mcrkle said. “If you don't 
like what you’re hearing, walk away.”
When Venyah came back to GVSU’s Allendale 
Campus on Oct. 25, 2(X)7 he was met by a group of 
students who protested him with signs and silence. 
They formed a half circle around the Preacher Man 
and turned their backs to him holding signs that 
read: God is Love and Love is Real, Fight Hate 
with lx)ve. Hate Does Not Represent Me or My
GVl / Michelle Hamilton
No love: GVSU students Luke Bannister, Nicki Lamson 
and others made signs and turned their backs in protest of 
religious speaker Michael Venyah beneath the Transitional 
Link Students combated Venyah's message of condemnation 
with signs about acceptance
Community and others.
GVSU freshman Nicki Lamson helped organize 
the group of students holding signs because Venyah’s 
message was obnoxious and did not belong oh 
campus, she said. It was a novelty at first, but the 
Preacher Man went too far, she added.
“People are crying and getting upset,” Lamson 
said. “This is a free speech zone. If he can yell and 
scream, we can stand here quietly.”
Venyah’s words brought tears to the eyes of 
sophomore Chad Shelner. As a Christian, Shelner 
said he believes God’s word should be spread with 
love and Venyah is ruining the work of a lot of 
people. I
“I asked him, ‘Where is your love, sir?”’ Shelner 
said, but Venyah did not respond.
Drew Meyers, a guitarist for Campus Ministry, 
began preaching a message of love over Venyah’s 
message of condemnation on Oct. 25,2007. A group 
of students gathered around Meyers and clapped 
while he spoke.
“I know the man behind here may be condemning 
you, but we need to show him love,” Meyers said. ;
Not all students thought the Preacher Man should 
have to leave campus. GVSU sophomore Ryan Allen 
said Venyah’s message was not one of hatred but he 
had every right to speak his mind at GVSU.
“I don’t particularly agree with either side,” Allen 
said. “Why does the circle have to cover up what 
(Venyah) has to say?”
Both parties involved were not approaching the 
situation appropriately and were behaving equally 
obnoxiously, he added.
College students don’t think enough about 
morality, and Venyah made a lot of good points, 
said sophomore David Shaheen. People stopped and 
listened to Venyah and he made them think.
“Even people who don’t agree with him are 
here," Shaheen said.
... , . I
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Campus construction to give more space
By Catherine Dugan
GVL Staff Writer
Originally published Jan. 10.2008
Construction on Grand Valley 
State University’s campus is on 
time and on budget, and for the 
most part the process has been 
fairly smooth.
The addition to Mackinac Hall, 
which is adding more classrooms 
and office space, has had some 
complications for builders, said 
Jim Bachmeier. vice president for 
Finance and Administration.
“We’ve struggled with getting 
that building up.” Bachmeier said.
“It’s really in the heart of campus 
with a lot of traffic.”
The addition to Mackinac will 
also have the most impact on the 
largest number of students, but it is 
likely to go unnoticed because it is 
not adding anything different to the 
building, he said.
The amount of space opening 
up in Mackinac will allow for the 
Padnos Hall of Science to turn 
some of its existing classrooms into 
science labs, which will positively 
impact lab scheduling.
“It’ll be much easier to schedule 
science labs than it used to be,” 
Bachmeier said. “Once we have
more labs, we’U have more science 
lab sections.”
The rest of the projects are 
running smoothly, and the campus' 
four major construction projects 
will be ready for fall of 2008.
The new Honors living center 
will house 450 students.
The building will adopt the 
Niemeyer Living Center name, 
and the old Honors building 
will become freshman housing, 
Bachmeier said. A replacement 
name for the building is still being 
discussed.
The new Niemeyer Living 
Center will be apartment-style
GVL / Bri Goodyear
A new construct: Weather ceases to stop construction Despite the snow or rain, construction for the new Honors Living 
Center continues to progress
living similarto the Mark A. Murray 
and South B buildings. They will 
be two- and four-person occupancy 
with one person per bedroom.
The housing expansion will 
enhance opportunities for Honors 
students and create a much larger 
Honors College, Bachmeier said.
“I think it’s going to have 
people standing in line to come to 
Grand Valley to get into the Honors 
College,” he said.
The Movement Science 
and Indoor Recreation Facility 
building will house three major 
constituencies with equal parts 
reserved for movement science 
classes, student recreation, club 
sports and intercollegiate sports.
Inside will be not only classroom 
space, but a track and an artificial 
turf football field.
The Kirkhof Center’s new 
wing will offer larger offices for 
several organizations, including the 
Women’s Center.
Some organizations currently 
located in the Commons will move 
their offices to the Kirkhof Center 
once the addition is complete.
This will make room for more 
seating and restaurants.
“In each of the projects, the 
student space is the focus,” said 
James Moyer, assistant vice 
president for Facilities Planning.
Classrooms will resemble the 
ones in Lake Ontario Hall and will 
be well lit with natural daylight, he 
said.
With state-of-the-art buildings, 
new labs, student spaces for 
multicultural offices in one place 
and a well-designed Honors 
living center, GVSU will be able
to set itself apart from other top 
universities in Michigan, said Gayle 
Davis, provost and vice president 
for Academic Aft airs.
She said she’s most excited 
about the new Honors building 
though, calling it a “terrific living 
and learning environment.”
In total, these projects will cost 
about $70 million. Plans for the 
construction were drawn during 
the 2003-2004 school year and 
construction began in early 2007.
cduftan@lanthorn.com
University Academic Senate chair steps down
By Alicia Wireman
GVL Managing Editor 
Originally published Dec. 6. 2007
Rob Franciosi’s term as chair 
for the University Academic 
Senate is coming to an end 
with the announcement of his 
resignation on Dec. 7, 2007.
franciosi has served on UAS 
at Grand Valley State University 
sihce the fall of 2002, and has 
been chair since the winter 
of 2004. However, Franciosi 
announced he will not run for 
chair next year since he is eligible 
for sabbatical leave.
“(Leaving) is just a chance to 
do some of my own writing for 
a semester,” he said. “I think it’s 
also a good time to make that 
shift into my own work.”
Although Franciosi intends 
to use his time off to finish a 
book and begin on another, he 
will miss the people he has met 
and worked with for the past five 
years, he said.
“Getting to know people
GVL / Jane Newton
Leaving UAS: Rob Franciosi is 
resigning as chair of University 
Academic Senate.
outside of my college has been 
the most interesting thing to 
me while serving,” he said. “I 
run into all sorts of people on 
campus that I never would’ve 
known unless I had spent time in 
the Senate.”
Kris Mullendore, vice-chair 
for the UAS, said she was sad to 
hear Franciosi is leaving UAS.
“Rob has put 
in many years 
serving the 
university at a 
high leadership 
position, and 
he’s done a 
great job,” she 
said. “It’s sad 
to have him 
go, but it’s also 
good for him 
that he’s doing 
something for 
himself.”
Franciosi
and Mullendore said they agreed 
he has maintained a certain style 
for running the Senate for the past 
three and a half years. Franciosi 
is confident his predecessor will 
do just fine, he added.
“(The chair) has to be able 
to negotiate among the various 
colleges,” he said. “Grand 
Valley is big and each college is 
different, so the chair will have 
to be able to identify with those 
different interests.”
Mullendore said she agreed 
the position will require someone
“(Leaving) is just a 
chance to do some of 
my own writing for a 
semester. I think it's 
also a good time to 
make that shift into 
my own work.”
ROB FRANCIOSI
UAS CHAIR
who is willing to work with the 
university.
“(The chair) should have a 
continuationofsharedgovemance 
that has been achieved in the 
past several years,” Mullendore 
said. “It has been a good, open 
conversation between the faculty 
and the administration. The key 
is identifying where things need 
to improve, 
move forward 
and become 
stronger.”
Mullendore 
is ready to 
take on the 
challenge 
of chair and 
intends to run 
for the 2008- 
09 school year, 
she added.
“I think 
Grand Valley 
is a wonderful 
place, and I don’t think any of 
us really truly understand the 
richness of the opportunities that 
are here,” she said. “I have a lot 
of respect for this university and 
its leaders, and I would like to 
work with them.”
Franciosi said he admits there 
have been obstacles along the 
way, but added there will be 
times when he will miss serving 
the university.
“Every time I think back and 
start missing the power, I will 
think of my first summer as vice­
chair,” he said. “We dealt with 
the issue of faculty parking, and 
we spent hours and hours on that 
one issue. Remembering that 
particular issue will make me 
think about all of the time and 
effort that goes into the Senate. 
I’ll miss it, but then I won’t.”
awireman@lanthorn.com
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1708 Leonard St. NE; Grand Rapids, Ml 49505; Ph: 616-456-7243 
Fax: 616-456-0510; Email: 4202hr@hcr-manorcare.com
Heartland of Holland
493 West 32nd Street; Holland, Ml 49423; Ph: 616-396-1438 
Fax: 616-396-5883; Email: 4201-hr@hcr-manorcare.com
Heartland of Knollview
1061 W. Hackley Ave.; Muskegon, Ml 49441; Ph: 231-755-2255 
Fax: 231-759-8785; Email: 4203hr@hcr-manorcare.com
Heartland of Whitehall
916 E. Lewis Street; Whitehall, Ml 49461; Ph: 231-894-4056 
Fax: 231-893-1106; Email: 4224hr@hcr-manorcare.com
Congratulations Class of2008!
Apply online at www.hcr-manorcare.com
EEO/Drug-Free Employer
HCR ManorCare
Heartland • ManorCare • Arden Courts
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My MIP-filled adventure
By Laura Wasilewski
GVL Editor-In-Chief 
Originally published Sept. 17. 2007
When trying to have a party 
at Grand Valley State University, 
the Department of Public Safety 
sometimes seems like the enemy, 
as if they break 
up parties just 
because they 
want to kill 
people's good 
times.
In reality,
DPS officers 
come down 
hard on
alcohol ___
because it
feeds larceny and sexual assault, 
among other bad behaviors.
Sept. 15,2007 I took advantage 
of DPS' Ride-Along program, and 
followed Officer Nate Dombos to 
see how the police really operate.
4:19 p.m. I arrive at DPS, 11 
minutes early. As I catch the last 
open spot in the parking lot, I think 
I spot a cop car is sitting there with 
someone in the back seat.
Busted already?
This could be a good sign.
4:26 p.m. Dombos arrives 
and gives me a tour of the facility. 
As we leave, he asks me if I’m 
excited. Capt. Brandon IXHaan 
has already warned me it won’t be 
like “Cops,” but I can't help but 
hope. Dombos tells me it should 
be a fun night.
4:48 p.m. Dombos, assigned as 
the Lot Sector Command for the 
GVSU football game, gives me a 
briefing on his duties, his car and 
how DPS operates.
4:50 p.m. We drive around the 
parking lot as Dombos explains 
how DPS find their targets 
— evasiveness. People will drop 
beers or turn quickly and walk 
away, a dead giveaway for DPS.
5:05 p.m. We enter the 
tailgating parking lots, and as a 
Community Policing Officer, 
Dombos does his best to be 
friendly and greet many of the 
tailgaters. I can't help but notice 
just about everyone is immediately 
suspicious and nervous, until they 
realize he is just saying hi.
5:17 p.m. Dombos says hello 
to a tailgater who is sitting reading 
The lanthorn. Excellent.
5:44 p.m. It’s time to leave lot 
detail and escort the University 
of Findlay Oilers to the stadium, 
to make sure no one harasses the 
team’s bus.
6:01 p.m. We head back and 
lead the band, who performs as 
they make their way from the 
Fieldhouse to Lubbers Stadium.
It’s actually like a 15-minute 
process in which all traffic is 
blocked off.
6:23 p.m. We re back 
patrolling the tailgating parking 
lots, when Dombos stops the car 
and gets out. He gets close to oik* 
of the guys and asks, “We having 
issues?” This could turn into 
something exciting. Unfortunately, 
for me at least, in the end Dombos 
shakes the guy’s hand and leaves 
with a smile.
6:25 p.m. As we drive through 
a large crowd of students, a 
number of them must think I 
have been detained, even though 
I am sitting in the front seat. “No 
regrets!” they yell to me.
6:28 p.m. Dispatch warns of 
a possible underage person in the 
freshman parking lot pouring beer 
into a Nalgene bottle. Finally! 
Someone to bust. But, we head 
over and can’t find her.
6:48 p.m. I hear on the radio 
of a mob of angry parents by the 
ticket window as tickets refuse to 
print, but that’s not our section, so 
we keep patrolling the lots.
We stop and get out to ask a 
guy who’s lying on the ground 
if he’s OK, but he’s just relaxing 
with his friends, so we head on our 
way.
6:52 p.m. It’s time to begin 
clearing the lots, an effort that 
takes more than a half hour before 
it’s done. "Pound them or pour 
them” is the motto.
I am amazed by the number of 
students who leave in the opposite 
direction, clearly heading here just 
to drink, and not for the football.
7:28 p.m. With the lots cleared 
we head around campus, down 
West Campus Drive to make sure 
people are walking home safely.
We spot two girls and a guy.
who has an open container in his 
hand. The guy, who is over 21, 
already has an alcohol arrest, and 
DPS usually doesn’t cite for open 
containers, Dombos tells me. He 
just makes the student dump the 
beer.
However, when he gives one 
of the underage girls a sobriety 
test, she fails and admits to 
drinking. Dombos does not cite 
her with a Minor in Possession, 
however, since he is not citing the 
other student, and offers to give 
them a ride back to their home 
in Meadows Crossing. Someone 
actually got out of an MIP? Who 
knew?
7:46 p.m. As we leave 
Meadows Crossing, dispatch 
reports a student passed out 
behind the Fieldhouse. We head 
back, speeding with our sirens on. 
Alright, some real action. Wc spot 
the student, who is bent backward 
lying over a low wall, f he guy is 
out cold, and doesn’t respond to 
being shook. lX>mbos performs a 
“sternum mb" and the guy comes 
to.
Another officer arrives and 
they administer a breathalyzer. As 
the student reaches for his ID, he 
drops his wallet and falls off the 
wall, plummeting to the ground.
He scrapes his face and feels 
nothing. No wonder — he blows 
a .269, more than three times the 
legal limit.
8:07 p.m. The guy can’t 
believe he’s not under arrest, but 
we take him back to DPS so a cab 
can take him home.
8:35 p.m. We spot two guys 
running, carrying a bench into 
Copper Beech. We circle around to 
grab them, but they drop the bench 
and run.
9:46 p.m. The game ends, and 
GVSU has won. Now the real fun 
will start, with everyone partying 
after the game.
10:41 p.m. We head to one of 
the living centers where Resident 
Assistants have reported a “strong 
odor.” However, the girl says she 
just crawls out her window to 
smoke, so we leave, trusting her.
10:55 p.m. It’s time to return 
to DPS for a briefing before the 
Youth Alcohol Enforcement, a
grant that allows DPS to team up 
with Ottawa County Sheriffs and 
Michigan State Police to target 
underage drinking in the nearby 
off-campus apartments. With three 
GVSU officers, two sheriffs and 
four staties, it is affectionately 
referred to as the “Party Patio!.”
11:15 p.m. We head out, 
and Dombos takes a stack of 
breathalyzer tubes. I know I’m in 
for a good night.
11:21 p.m. Before everyone 
can even get in their cars, there is 
a report of a loud party of about 40 
people at Mystic Woods. Everyone 
but the staties head over
11:25 p.m. As they get close, 
the police turn off their headlights 
and park at the very entrance of the 
complex to avoid detection — it’s 
pretty crafty. We begin sneaking 
behind garages and houses when 
someone spots us and shouts, 
“Cops!” but it does little to 
disperse the partiers. About 20 
people are still standing around the 
house as we circle it. Whoever said 
a party of 40 was mistaken — it’s 
probably closer to 100.
As the officers take the front, 
Dombos covers the back door, 
which several people try to escape 
from. 1 see two guys sneak out 
a basement window. A third guy 
tries to get out, but Dombos 
goes after him. The guy runs, but 
Dombos quickly takes him down 
hard, “Cops”-style. As minors 
keep getting caught, those of-age 
continue to mill around. Then, a 
sheriff sprints by to nab someone.
12:12 a.m. Things are cooling 
down when Dombos catches two 
guys who try to get past him on the 
back steps. As he sits them down, 
a third runs out the door and jumps 
over the railing. He falls.
Dombos goes after him and as 
he leaves, underage students begin 
streaming out the back dcxir. The 
two Dombos sat down are now
screaming for the other minors to 
get out and run. It’s mad dash for 
freedom as minors stampede out 
the back ikxir. All 20 of them gel 
away.
The minors in the front, 
however, all get MIPs. One guy 
refuses, which gets him an MIP 
plus a citation for refusing the test.
12:58 a.m. We have finally 
cleared out the party and head 
back to the car.
1:04 a.m. We head to 
Meadows Crossing, and begin to 
chase a guy who starts running.
We mn all the way to the south 
end of Campus West, but in the 
darkness, the guy gets away.
1:15 a.m. We stop a girl who 
is crying to see if she’s OK. She's 
been drinking and she’s a minor. 
The resulting MIP doesn't help her 
crying.
1:48 a.m. Manning the fence 
opening between Campus West 
and Country Place, we nab a 
number of people trying to get 
through, including a group of five 
guys. Two let get off, and one is so 
grateful he runs home.
2:11 a.m. We start to walk over 
to Copper Beech, but we hear 
loud music and a lot of talking 
coming from a passing Country 
Place apartment — they’ve left the 
back door open. Again, Dombos 
keeps to the back as the other 
officers take the front. When the
officers knock, again everyone 
tries leaving out the back, but 
IXimbos stops them. The group of 
eight only has one 21 -year-old, so 
we give out seven MIPs, including 
one to a 17-year-old, which by law 
results in a call to his parents. I 
wtxild not want to be that kid.
3:18 a.m. As Dombos goes 
to check to see if the bench left 
before is still there (it is), we hear 
the stxinds of a party coming from 
one apartment. It ends up being 
a group of 13, including students 
from Michigan State and Central, 
and only one is older than 21.
3:35 a.nt. One guy, who blew 
a .026, maintains his innocence, 
claiming he was slipped 
something. The sheriffs don’t buy 
it.
4:16 a.m. We return to DPS 
for a debriefing. The five officers 
have given exit 39 MIPs, two 
refusals to take a breathalyzer, 
one probation violation and one 
warrant misdemeanor arrest. It’s 
been a pretty pmfi table night.
4:46 a.m. After more than 12 
hours on the job, I finally return 
to my car, with a newfound 
understanding of DPS, and a 
sincere gladness that I am older 
than 21 and don’t have to worry 
about MIPs.
editorial@lanthorn.com
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EDITORIAL EDITORIAL CARTOON
A busy year
As another year draws to a close, 
it is important to remember the 
achievements and struggles of the 
university and its community.
This year was another busy one for Grand Valley State 
University. As the university reached its largest — and most 
academically impressive — enrollment yet, construction 
got underway for a multitude of buildings around campus. 
Expansion began for more academic classrooms, student 
housing, athletic facilities and extracurricular spaces. It is a 
well-rounded extension of GVSU, and one that reflects the 
goals and visions of our expanding university.
GVSU came together as a community. They fought for 
equality and hired a new vice president for inclusion. The 
university rallied to win Battle of the Valleys, both on and 
off the field. And although many perfect sports seasons 
were ruined at crucial playoff points, the teams never 
stopped trying, and the fans never stopped supporting.
Laker Nation was born, and student turnout continued to 
grow.
Such growth, of course, cannot occur without bumps in 
the road. The state continues to give us minimal funding. 
The transition to MyBanner was a thorn in many registering 
students’ sides. The explosion of off-campus housing in the 
immediate area required a new bus route. Free speech and 
hate speech were debated on campus. As Ottawa County 
turned smoke-free, the university discussed how to follow 
suite.
Through we came away with few physical trophies this 
year, GVSU cannot be considered anything but a success. 
The success is seen in the caliber of the students and the 
teachers, the community and the staff. It is seen in the 
students who constantly push harder, through academics 
and extra-curriculars. It is seen in professors who willingly 
put in extra time to help students prepare for exams or 
act as an adviser for student organizations. It is seen in 
a campus that continues to expand, and a university that 
continues to make a name for itself outside of the West 
Michigan area.
As some students prepare to graduate while some 
professors prepare to retire, the imprint of GVSU will 
remain with them. More importantly, perhaps, is that their 
imprints will remain with GVSU, continuing to improve 
our collective legacy and create a bright future for this 
university.
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“...Grand Valley State University 
is subject to its own jurisdiction 
pursuant to the Michigan 
Constitution. In other words, we 
are responsible for making our own 
smoking policies.”
Patricia Smith
University Legal Counsel
GVL OPINION POLICY •
The ultimate goal of the Grand Valley 
I^nthom opinion page is to stimulate 
discussion and action on topics of interest 
to the Grand Valley Community.
The Grand Valley I .anthorn welcomes 
reader viewpoints and offers three vehicles 
of expression for reader opinions: letters 
to the editor, guest columns and phone 
responses.
letters must include the author's name 
and be accompanied by current picture 
identification if dropped off in person, 
letters will be checked by an employee 
of the Grand Valley I .anthorn.
Letters appear as space permits each 
issue. The limit for letter length is one 
page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right to edit 
and condense letters and columns for 
length restrictions and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley I .anthom will 
not be held responsible for errors that 
appear in print as a result of transcribing 
handwritten letters or e-mail typographic 
emirs.
The name of the author is usually 
published but may be withheld for 
compelling reasons.
The content, information and 
views expressed are not approved by 
nor necessarily represent those of the 
university, its Board of Trustees, officers, 
faculty and staff.
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YOUR INSIGHTS
What was your most memorable experience 
at GVSU this year?
GVL STUDENT OPINION
For those managing to escape
"Teaching a course 
(Mineralogy) that 1 
haven't thought about 
for 20 years out of the 
blue."
"The snow days." "My most memorable 
experience was actually 
joining dance troupe 
and performing. 1 love 
it. 1 can't wait 'til next 
semester."
"Probably just sitting 
here (by Loutit), working 
on homework, admiring 
the fish."
"1 would probably say 
finishing up the pre­
nursing curriculum and 
starting the nursing 
program."
(
Peter Wampler Kevin Bennett Brianna Cummings Greg Lowman Elizabeth Leskovar
Geology Professor Junior Freshman Senior Junior
Fluvial Geomorphologist Biology Business Finance Geography Nursing
Grand Haven, Mich. Muskegon, Mich. Battle Creek, Mich. Grand Haven, Mich.
>n " nt surfin'
Rockford, Mich.
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By Greg M. Schumaker
GVL Columnist
You should be dancing.
Sure, you’ve got this whole 
career thing to worry about, 
your graduation party, the 
search to find a place to live, 
the ongoing quest for a nice 
white picket fence.
Student loans too! Don’t 
you forget about those 
— you’ve only got a six month 
grace period to spend spend 
spend! So you need a salary 
and 401 k by Halloween, 
Thanksgiving at the latest.
Not to mention insurance. 
Your parents' Blue Cross 
Blue Shield won’t cover 
you anymore. You’re a real 
person now, i Itra susceptible 
to cancer and all its expensive 
treatments. Take your vitamins. 
Use sacred crystals.
Let’s not overkxik the 
crashing economy, the 2008 
elections, the fight against 
global warming — the overall
burden on 
your back 
to be the 
generation 
that’s going 
to save the 
world. Or 
is it the 
one after 
us? John Schumaker 
Mayer
never really specified which 
generation's waiting on the 
world to change.
And don’t foigiet you’ve 
only got a good few years to 
enjoy your post-col lege life. 
The world could end in 2012 
as plenty of legends say. Or 
in 2036 according to a little 
German boy who recently 
proved to NASA that the 
asteroid Apophis has a one in 
450 chance of killing us all 
when we’re nearing middle 
age.
Of course there’s still 
AIDS, the bird flu, occasional 
Midwestern earthquakes, killer
hurricanes and tsunamis to 
worry about. Move inland and 
start digging shelter.
Just remember to change 
your address with your loan 
officer.
And party it up.
Because you’ve worked 
yourself into adulthrxxl during 
these past several years writing 
hundreds of pages of research 
papers, equations, exams and 
general B.S. It’s exhausting.
So have a drink, cheer your 
diploma that’s framed on the 
wall and forget how much you 
owe the government. Chase, 
Sally Mae or whoever was 
dumb enough to hand you a 
few thousand dollars.
And crank up some music 
and dance.
Yes, you should be dancing. 
You should be freaking out 
excited. You should he packing 
up your iPod and collection 
of hoodies and driving 25 
over the speed limit with the 
windows down and your hair
in the wind.
Just make sure you’ve got 
some g(xxl car insurance. If 
not, make sure you’ve got a 
gcxxi rack. Sorry guys.
Yes, you’ve spent too many 
years of your life in this cold, 
windy valley, suffering to stay 
awake under the fluorescent 
lights, to stay alive under the 
sunless sky. In snowstorms 
Eskimos would fear to drive 
in, you've treaded paths to get 
to class. In order to survive the 
sweltering humidity, you’ve 
shed more clothing in public 
than you care to recall.
And you’ve chugged 
enough coffee to make your 
heart beat three times faster 
than average humans. You 
haven’t slept in years.
Get a new bed. Take a long 
nap. Wake up and turn on the 
radio.
Keep dancing until you run 
out of breath.
aschuntaker@lanthorn.com
Another year full of fond memories
Dear students:
Winter semester 
will soon be over, with 
final examinations and 
commencement quickly 
closing in. With spring in the 
air, it seems a good time to 
take note of our collective 
accomplishments during the 
past year.
To those who will 
graduate on Saturday I offer 
my sincere congratulations, 
and I look forward to 
greeting you and your 
families at Van Andel Arena. 
Each graduate becomes a 
member of the Grand Valley 
State University Alumni 
Association; please keep in 
touch with us in the months 
ahead as you begin your 
careers. Odds are you won't 
be far away. Our most recent 
survey of graduates shows 
98 percent are employed
or in 
graduate 
school, 
with 
the vast 
majority 
pursuing 
post­
graduate 
life Haas
here in 
Michigan.
Our student organizations 
have had a wonderful year, 
enriching student life and 
providing commendable 
community service. I also 
want to recognize the new 
Student Senate president, 
Autumn Tromhka, who 
was elected to her position, 
and thank Frank Foster for 
his two years of dedicated 
service as president. I 
enjoyed a constructive 
relationship with Senate 
leadership, which benefits 
the university as a whole.
The remarkable success 
of our student athletes 
brought recognition 
to our university and 
great experience to the 
participants. This year, 
almost all of our men’s 
and women’s varsity teams 
qualified for postseason play 
(several teams are still in 
regular play as this message 
is written). For me. the best 
part of attending our games 
is being able to sit with 
students in their section, and 
join them in cheering for the 
Lakers.
Those of you who return 
for spring/summer sessions 
or fall semester will be the 
first to take advantage of 
our expanded facilities. The 
Honors College. Mackinac 
Hall, the leaker Turf 
Building and Kirkhof Center 
projects are on budget and 
ahead of schedule. Their 
completion will enable us to
J
serve you better next year 
and beyond.
Some of you will study 
abroad in the coming 
weeks, and I commend 
you for your decision to do 
so. I encourage all GVSU • 
students to consider this life- 
enriching experience. The 
Barbara Padnos International 
Center stands ready to assist 
in your arrangements.
During the past year.
I’ve met a number of you 
in person and received 
e-mail and virtual office 
questions from many more..'
I appreciated the things you 
had to say. Your comments 
and suggestions are always 
welcome.
Please have a safe and 
happy summer. 0*
SI
Very respectfully,
Thomas J. Haas 
President
Karin Armbruster, Laker Life Editor 
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GVSU raises $77,054 in fight against cancer
More than 2,000 people 
attend Relay for Life 
to walk, play games to 
raise funds for cure
By Mary Pritchard
CiVl. Staff Writer
Originally published April 14. 2008
Itwasanightfilledwithdetermination.
strength and hope.
The Fieldhouse Arena was jam- 
packed with more than 2,(XX) people 
on April II, as Grand Valley State 
University’s fifth annual Relay for Life 
kicked off in full force, culminating a 
grand total of $77,054 earned for the 
American Cancer Society.
In an opening ceremony at 6 p.m. 
that defined the mission and goals of 
Relay and featured the personal story of 
one of GVSU’s own who has survived 
the battle against cancer, the Colleges 
Against Cancer organizers revved up the 
crowd with their words of inspiration.
“We are here to relay — to beat 
^ancer — with hope and encouragement, 
we can defeat this disease," said Jaclyn 
Oconnor, president of CAC, in her 
opening remarks.
Following a brief history of the 
event given by Renee Thomas of the 
American Cancer Society, survivors and 
caregivers walked a lap by themselves 
as the remaining Relay participants 
lined the track applauding.
Laps began under an arch of purple 
and white balloons, and along the inside
GVL Archive / Katie Mitchell
Making an impact: Students and participants listen to Brian Ciluffo's opening speech at the Relay for Life There were about 1,500 people participating 
in this year's relay.
of the track, hundreds of campsites dotted 
the floor where teams and organizations 
set up booths and resting areas.
Many teams and organizations hosted 
on-site fundraisers, such as selling leis 
to accompany the beach theme of Relay. 
Glow bracelets, freshly-made fruit 
smoothies and the opportunity to take 
a lap in a wheelchair were also offered. 
All profits made during Relay from 
these groups were added to the total
amount raised.
A notable stop along the track was 
the Education and Advocacy Tent 
run by CAC students that provided 
information on various types of cancer 
as well as ribbons in the symbolic 
colors for cancers such as breast cancer, 
melanoma, cervical cancer and brain 
cancer.
“We’re providing the ribbons here 
free of charge so that everyone can see
physically who all has been affected 
by cancer,” said Jonathan Dickinson, 
chair of the Education and Advocacy 
Committee.
Other events could also earn teams 
points — from games such as Fear 
Factor, which involved contestants 
eating unusual mixtures of foods, to 
simple things such as walking during 
the poker lap.
As the night continued, the Mr. Relay
competition succeeded in gathering 
everyone together around the main 
stage.
Hosted by last year’s runner-up, the 
contest consisted of 13 male participants, 
dressed in various stages of drag, while 
showing off their best dance moves for 
the audience.
The top three chosen by the judges 
then collected money from the crowd to 
earn their place as the new Mr. Relay.
The winner of Mr. Relay was Miss 
Purple Rain, who managed to collect 
$ 196.45 from the crowd.
Collectively raising about $5(X), the 
Mr. Relay competition benefited the 
newly-opened Hope Lodge in Grand 
Rapids.
Despite the off-the-wall activities. 
Relay’s goal and mission of remembering 
those who were lost and fighting for 
those still struggling was displayed in 
more somber moments, thanks to the 
Caregiver and Luminaria ceremonies.
While glowing white bags illuminated 
the Fieldhouse, bearing the names of 
those who have confronted cancer, 
participants fell silent and walked a lap 
in honor of those who lost the battle.
Relay for Life ended at 6 a.m. April 
12 with closing ceremonies raffling 
off gift certificates and prizes and the 
announcement of the total amount of 
money raised.
“This is one night to celebrate life, 
remember those we lost and fight back 
against a disease that is taking too 
much,” Thomas said.
mpritc hard @ lanthorn.i om
Students lend hand to community
By Karin Armbruster
6’V7. Laker Life Editor 
Originally published March 17. 2008
Some Grand Valley State University 
students did more with their week than 
attending classes and burying their noses in 
textbooks.
Community Outreach Week is an annual 
event where the Community Service Learning 
Center provides opportunities to volunteer in 
the community, learn about local agencies in 
need of volunteers and hear a motivational 
speech on the importance of community 
outreach.
Each day there was a different morning 
and afternoon service experience for GVSU 
students to support the local community.
“1 think it’s good to have a tradition — 
especially of a service event every year,” said 
Heather Hallagan, a service initiative graduate 
assistant from Royal Oak, Mich. “It offers 
students enough of a commitment, gets them 
to be pm-active in their service and they have 
an opportunity to learn about a social issue.”
The week-long event began with service 
opportunities at the YWCA Domestic 
Violence Shelter, where volunteers sorted the 
plethora of donations the shelter receives on a 
daily basis.
Throughout the week, students who 
participated in COW also helped organizations 
such as Comprcnew Environmental, the 
Image soup kitchen, the Kent County Red
Cross, the Kent County Human Society, Girl 
Scouts and Senior Meals on Wheels. Students 
also helped the Grand Rapids organization 
of the Second Harvest Gleaners Food Bank 
where they helped to sort and pack food items, 
which were taken to churches and charities 
that distribute to people in need.
“We’ve been involved with Grand Valley 
for a long time now,” said Dena Rogers, 
volunteer coordinator for Second Harvest 
Gleaners.
Second Harvest Gleaners had “definite 
positive results” from GVSU students, she 
added.
Rogers said college students are of the 
perfect age and have the right amount of energy 
to get a lot of work done, while having fun at 
the same time. Volunteering is a community 
building effort, she added.
"Out of the area colleges. Grand Valley is 
by far the most involved (here),” she said. "I 
am amazed and impressed.”
Hallagan said the event also tried to educate 
students about the issue they are helping out 
with.
Many students have gone back to the 
organizations on their own in order to volunteer 
more time, she added.
“I get really good feedback about students 
that go to GVSU,” she said.
Caitlin Warner, a service initiatives intern 
from Traverse City. Mich., said the services 
GVSU students helped with are simple jobs, 
but can provide a great deal of help for the
organizations.
The nature of GVSU’s campus promotes 
helping build active citizens, and community 
service plays a big part in that process. 
Hallagan said.
This year, many students participated for 
the first time.
“Being able to give back to your community 
is a big thing,” Warner said, who is a first-time 
participant and a site leader.
Volunteering gives students a different 
outkx)k on various parts of their lives, she said. 
She added she personally enjoys giving other 
people an opportunity to find that outlook.
“I’m hoping to see the other people get 
inspired." she said.
laker life @ lanthorn.com
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Helping hand: Second Harvest Gleaners, a Grand 
Rapids food bank, is participating in this year's 
Community Outreach Week
GVL l Haley Densmore
March of support: GVSU students silently march around campus to support 
victims of sexual assault and to "take back the night."
Take Back the Night 
speaker connects 
emotion, humor
Homecoming unites generations
By Jenny Whalen
GVl. Senior Reporter 
Originally published Oct. 8. 2007
In the midst of battling to 
uncover “Legends of the Hidden 
Temple” and the coronation 
of Court Regents, members of 
another generation find their way 
home.
At Grand Valley State 
University, Homecoming is more 
than a football game.
As a university, GVSU is a 
somewhat of a youngster, being 
just more than four decades old. 
Yet it has created, in its relatively 
short history, a legacy rich in 
tradition, pride and excellence.
Homecoming 2007not only 
included Court Regent crowning, 
competitive events, a concert and 
a f(X)tball game, but it was also a 
time for alumni to re-visit their 
alma mater.
This year marked the 40th 
anniversary of GVSU’s first
GVl Arthiv* / Baily Duemling
Pi* game: Drew Hookway got a pie in 
the face from Matt Zalewski as a part 
of a fundraiser at the block party during 
Homecoming
graduating class — the class of 
1967.
“Homecoming is always 
special for me,” said Diane Paton, 
a 1967 graduate. “1 was the first 
student to be officially accepted, 
so attending Homecoming (was) 
a real sense of pride for me. 
Some things just never change — 
Homecoming is Homecoming. It 
is a gathering of friends.”
Paton admired the exponential 
growth of the event since her 
attendance.
During Paton’s time, there 
was no football team, no Greek 
organizations and no real alumni 
to celebrate Homecoming.
“The original Homecomings 
were held in tents,” Paton said. 
“They’ve just gotten bigger and 
better since, with more people, 
more events and just more of 
everything.”
The coordination of the 
event recently shifted from 
Spotlight Productions to the 
Office of Student Life and was 
also supported significantly by 
Alumni Relations.
There were events all weekend 
and both alumni and current 
students were encouraged to 
attend.
“Homecoming is something 
that all students can come 
back to and experience with 
their families,” said Elizabeth 
Doyle, president of the Greek 
Life Council. “It was created to
promote pride and connect with 
alumni and it is a celebration that 
everyone can relate to — where 
new relationships are formed and 
old ones reunited.”
Beginning on Oct. 11, 2(X)7 
and continuing to Oct. 13. 2007, 
student teams representing such 
organizations as Student .Senate, 
Black Student Union and Greek 
Life competed against each other 
in a series of challenges based 
off of classic Nickelodeon TV 
shows.
“Lip Sync is definitely the 
climactic event of the weekend.” 
said Malcolm Campbell, 
Homecoming chair. “It’s 
where students have the most 
fun with the most energy and 
excitement.”
Points were awarded to the 
winners of each event and the 
team that earned the most points 
in total were recognized at the 
Oct. 13, 2007 game.
“The Student Senate is excited 
to get involved and participate 
as a team,” said Frank Foster, 
president of Student Senate. 
“We’re creating a tradition. These 
kinds of community events really 
help to build the college spirit.”
Homecoming was an event- 
filled weekend, but it was 
essentially a time for the past to 
unite with the future.
“Fraternity and sorority 
membership is for a lifetime.” 
Doyle said. “Homecoming is a
perfect time for new recruits to 
meet alumni and share in sch(xd 
pride and Greek spirit."
The official kick-off of 
Homecoming was the judging 
of the participating student 
organization’s banners on Oct. 
11,2(X)7; however. Homecoming 
Court Regent voting started on 
Oct. 8, 2(X)7 at 12:01 a.m. and 
ended Oct. 11,2007 at midnight.
Nominations for court have 
already been chosen and students 
interested in voting for Court 
Regent may do so online via the 
link on the GVSU Homecoming 
Web site.
Winners will be announced 
both before the Josh Gracin 
concert on Thursday and also at 
Saturday night's football game.
Homecoming concluded on 
Oct. 13, 2007 with the 7 p.m. 
GVSU vs. the University of 
Indianapolis football game in 
Lubbers Stadium.
All Homecoming events 
were free for spectators and 
although only registered teams 
will be allowed to participate 
in the challenges, everyone was 
encouraged to attend.
A complete listing of events 
and times may be found on 
the GVSU Homecoming Web 
site at http://www.gvsu.edu/ 
studcntlifc/homccoming/.
jwhalen® lanthorn.com
By Rachael Williams
GVL Laker Life Editor 
Originally published Oct. 18. 2007
Every sexual relationship is 
like a four-way intersection — 
green means go, red means stop 
and yellow means slow down 
and proceed with caution, said 
Brett Sokolow, juris doctor on 
Oct. 15 in the Louis Armstrong 
Theatre.
Following a survivor story, 
one of Take Back the Night’s 
more impacting and emotional 
moments, Sokolow, a national 
speaker on sexual assault in the 
college environment as well as a 
lawyer, was able to take a serious 
topic and relate to his audience 
with humor, providing truth and 
fact during the educational event 
on sexual assault awareness.
"The law does have 
requirements.” Sokolow said. “If 
you’re an adult, it is OK to have 
sex if the parties involved both 
give consent and understand 
who, what, when, where, how 
and why. Alcohol can interfere 
with our understanding of these 
six things."
Sokolow’s message
throughout his speech focused on 
consent — how it is defined, how 
to get it. but more importantly 
when to stop. He mentioned 
even though body language is 
an important aspect of sexual 
relationships, it alone cannot 
give consent to have sex.
“Ask. ‘Is this OK?’ and 
be specific about what ‘this’ 
is,” Sokolow said. “I want to 
encourage talking about sex 
with your partner — non-verbal 
communication has the potential 
to fall short.”
Sokolow, using a baseball 
analogy for sex, was able to 
reach students on a level playing 
field.
“Sex is not baseball,” Sokolow
said. “We’ve been socialized to 
believe that sex is like running 
bases and we can't just run bases 
— we have to consent. I think 
it’s fair to say that stealing bases 
should stay with baseball.”
Sokolow also talked about 
foreplay and whether or not it is 
necessary. Most of the women in 
the audience responded with a 
heavy yes, with one in particular 
yelling out, “In the ‘baseball’ 
sense, it’s like warm-up!”
At the end of his presentation. 
Sokolow gave two examples 
that could be related to sexual 
assault cases — drunk versus 
incapacitated and signing a 
contract while drunk.
Sokolow said in a case 
where a drunken person and 
an incapacitated person are 
prosecuting one another for 
sexual assault, the drunken 
person would be found guilty.
“You have to be able to give 
consent at the time and mean 
consent at the time — it’s not 
valid if you’re drunk and you 
can’t give consent if you’re 
incapacitated,” Sokolow said.
He added sex is almost like 
signing a contract and under state 
law, contracts are not binding if 
one or both parties involved are 
drunk.
“Consent has to be freely 
given — not coerced," Sokolow 
said.
Throughout the presentation 
Sokolow reiterated the 
importance of ‘no’ and stated. 
“No means stop and stop doesn't 
mean 30 seconds later."
Sokolow said GVSU is 
just one of the many college 
campuses he has been at to 
speak on sexual assault violence. 
He urges those who are sexually 
active to communicate openly 
with their partner.
laker life @ lanthorn .com
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Bacteria causes parents to worry
GVSU Campus 
Health Center 
prepares for 
growing numbers 
of staph bacteria
By Karin Armbruster
GVL Laker Life Editor 
Originally published Oct. 29. 2007
Though it was found in 
nursing homes and hospitals, 
schools are also taking notice 
and being prepared to handle 
MRSA by educating staff and 
students about the bacteria.
While few students on 
GVSU’s Allendale Campus 
have expressed concern about 
the bacteria, parents are making 
sure it is something GVSU is 
aware about and able to treat.
"A couple of parents have 
been concerned and have called 
to ask questions,” Stauffer said.
She added there have been no 
serious threats found on campus 
thus far. but students should 
know preventive methods.
"Hand washing, wearing 
masks and keeping areas such as 
countertops and dishes clean are 
ways to help prevent (MRSA)," 
Stauffer said.
Any area where there could 
be physical contact with many 
people is a place where students 
should be cautious, Stauffer 
said. Also, eating well, getting 
enough sleep and keeping 
wounds cleaned and covered 
can help light infection.
For years GVSU has helped 
to keep students safe from 
illnesses by using a top quality 
commercial disinfectant to 
thoroughly clean all areas of 
campus, Stauffer said.
“The commons and eating 
areas are cleaned on a regular 
basis, and the (student) rooms 
^ are cleaned when the 
students move out in 
the summertime," 
Cox.
85aB135jM^ satety manager
Ini I aeititles 
Services.
He added 
students 
i should be 
I regularly 
I maintaining 
and cleaning 
their rooms, 
. personal 
E* •* / areas and
S % / belongings.
4477 lake Michigan Drive 
(616)243-7511
After the death of a Brooklyn, 
N.Y. middle school student, the 
cause of his death — a strain 
of bacteria — gained attention 
across the nation and Grand 
Valley State University students 
should take precaution.
Methicillin-Resistant 
Staphylococcus Areus is a 
form of staph bacteria that S 
causes infections in 
different parts of the 
body and is tougher m
to treat because of 
its immunity to 
some common
■ iTil
is
on skin
withm
—
cause common \ w 
infections on 
the skin, as \ _ 9
well as infect the \ 
bloodstream, open 
wounds, the lungs 
or the urinary tract, 
which in some cases can 
become life threatening.
The bacteria, which is 
extremely contagious, can be 
spread through direct contact 
with the skin or an open wound. 
People with a weak immune 
system are more at risk for 
infection.
“It kind of looks like a pimple 
or a bug bite at first,” said Sandy 
Stauffer, a physician’s assistant 
at GVSU’s Campus Health 
Center.
She added the incubation 
period for the bacteria varies 
usually takes between four to 
10 days for it to become a larger 
and a more serious infection.
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V follows strict
guidelines provided 
* by the Kent County
Health Department 
and also the Center of 
Disease Control in order to 
protect students and staff from 
contagious illnesses.
To help raise awareness about 
the bacteria, GVSU also offers 
brochures at the Campus Health 
Center and information on the 
Campus Health Web site.
For more information about 
MRSA and to download a 
helpful MRSA fact sheet, go to 
the Web site of the Kent County 
Health Department at http:// 
www.accesskent.com/Health/ 
HealthDepartment/
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Justin 
Timberlake 
sums up 
everything
By Marc Koorstra
GVL Sports Editor
sports® lanthom.com
By Marc Koorstra
GVL Sports Editor 
Originally published Dec. 10. 2007
After initially dismissing 
the idea, Brian Beaupied and I 
decided we would listen to Justin 
Timberlake as we drove through 
western Massachusetts.
It was a departure from the rest 
of tunes on his mp3 player, but we 
soon discovered it was a fitting 
theme song for our trip home from 
the Division II Elite Eight.
We agreed hearing his song 
so soon on our trip, while the 
player was on random, was some 
interesting 
symbolism.
Not just 
for the men’s 
basketball team 
losing their first 
and only game 
of the season, 
but for this year 
as a whole.
Three KMRtra
nationally No.
I -ranked teams all fell short of the 
ultimate goal.
It created an interesting question 
as we navigated in the turnpike.
“Is the rest of Division II catching 
up with Grand Valley State 
University?”
After all, “what goes around, 
comes around” is especially true in 
collegiate athletics.
A standard must always be set 
and for the time being, the Lakers 
set it.
But it will not last forever.
Schools will eventually learn 
how to catch up.
It is too tough to say w hether or 
not it really started, even though this 
year seemed to present a few more 
instances of, “they were just the 
better team."
But when taking a step back, it is 
tough to imagine the gap has closed 
just yet. GVSU Is still on pace to 
capture its fifth-straight Director’s 
Cup as the top athletic program in 
Division II.
There have also been many 
milestones in individual sports.
Football won a recoid 40- 
straight games. Basketball won 36 
games, the second-most in Division
II history. Soccer, volley and both 
cross country teams won regional 
titles.
Several spring sports have a 
chance to join that list.
And don’t expect the women’s 
basketball team to make a habit out 
of missing the NCAA tournament.
On that ride we talked about 
this as an end of an era or the 
beginning of the end of the school’s 
dominance. Across every sport, it is 
difficult to imagine just how many 
athletes have put on their Laker 
uniforms for the last time.
Football will have to replace 
three All-Americans, although this 
always seems to go smoothly on the 
gridiron.
Basketball says goodbye to 
Callistus Eziukwu and Jason 
Jamerson, each four-year starters 
who helped build the program 
into a national power, and a strong 
defensive presence in L.J. Kilgore.
Soccer and volleyball each lose 
All-Americans, but return plenty of 
talent to once again make title runs.
Even the men’s cross country 
team will have a high number of 
departures to worry about.
In college athletics there will 
always be losses and change, but 
we’re in the middle of the three-year 
span that will see an abnormally 
large group of the greatest athletes 
in the school’s history end their 
careers.
And not just great athletes, but 
ones who have played important 
roles in helping GVSU turn into the 
top program in Division II.
It is tough to imagine replacing 
Eziukwu, Cullen Finnerty, Katy 
Tafler, or Mandi Zemba.
But there are those who have 
started to do just that or are waiting 
to do so.
So maybe it is a little bit of an 
end of an era. Or perhaps, it’s the 
end of the beginning.
These key loses signify the end 
of GVSU establishing itself.
Now it is just a matter of holding 
the natural progression of collegiate 
athletics because as JT would say, 
“what goes around, comes around.”
Courtesy Photos / Eric Stoike
Above: Linebacker Matt Beaty attempts to block NW Missouri State during the semi final game on Dec. 8, 2007. GVSU’s loss to NW 
Missouri State breaks their 40 game winning streak preventing them from going to Alabama for the NCAA Dll National Championship
Below: The GVSU marching band traveled to Missouri in support of the Lakers.
MARYVILLE, Mo. — XavierOmon ended the leakers’ 
dreams of a third consecutive national championship and 
42 straight wins in the span of 14 seconds.
The senior running back broke free for a 98-yard 
touchdown run with less than 10 minutes remaining in the 
game to give Northwest Missouri State University a 34-16 
victory and a trip to Alabama.
Omon shredded the Grand Valley State University 
defense for 292 yards rushing and four total touchdowns. 
He rushed for 200 yards in the second half alone.
"I think he is the best player in Division II and think he 
proved that,” said leaker head coach Chuck Martin. “But 
they got a lot of other good players, they’ve got a lot of 
good coaches, they’re a class act and we love competing 
against them, but we didn’t love competing against them 
(Dec. 8,2007) because we didn't get the job done.”
The Bearcats held a 17-16 lead after the third quarter, 
but pulled away with 17 quick points.
Tommy Frevert hit a 22-yard field goal to push the 
lead to four points, and that is when things unraveled for 
GVSU. Sophomore quarterback Brad Iciek was picked off 
by Ryan Jones, who returned it 50 yards.
“That was not like anything 1 have ever done,” Iciek 
said. “That is not even an option on that route. I don’t know 
what happened. I just wasn’t thinking.”
The turnover set up Omon’s first touchdown reception 
of the season on an 11-yard pass from Joel Osborn. The 
leakers were forced to punt on their next possession, but 
still had some hope when Justin Trumble booted the ball 
62 yards to see it roll out of bounds at the two-yard line.
That hope faded as senior Brandon Carr’s dive at Omon 
fell short.
“The line made a big hole and I just had to make one 
guy miss,” Omon said. “Then 1 just had to make sure I 
didn't get caught from behind, which I almost did.”
The leakers did not do themselves any favors heading 
into the fourth quarter.
Several drives were cut short due to penalties that 
forced GVSU to settle for field goals. Trumble made three 
out of four in windy conditions, but Martin knew that was 
not going to be enough.
“The three field goals hurt us," Martin said. “When you 
play a good team, you have to get seven points in those 
situations."
The leakers also had a chance to take control of the game 
with a 13-10 lead at halftime. They started the third quarter 
with the ball, but junior tight end Scott Blasko dropped a 
third down pass, forcing GVSU to punt.
NWMSU responded with a 10-play, 69-yard drive that 
ended w ith an eight-yard score by Omon. The touchdown 
gave the Bearcats a lead they would not relinquish.
The Lakers lone touchdown came when Ttfiek 
found freshman James Berezik wide open for a 20-Jfard 
touchdown pass.
Omon scored the first touchdown of that game on a 
33-yard run. He was complemented on offense by Os bom 
who completed 20 of 25 passes for 238 yards.
Iciek threw for 273 yards on 23 of 42 passing. GVSU 
finished with 101 yards rushing — more than 150 yards 
less than their season average per game.
Lakers undefeated season ends with 67-54 loss to 
Winona State University in Elite Eight
By Marc Koorstra
GV7. Sports Editor
Originally published March 27. 2008
SPRINGFIELD. Mass. - Two 
comebacks proved to be too much for the 
men’s basketball team to accomplish.
After an 18-0 run gave the Lakers 
a 29-24 lead at halftime, Winona State 
University (36-1) took control in the 
second half en route to a 67-54 victory 
in the NCAA Division II Elite Eight.
“In the second half we really didn’t 
come out,” said Grand Valley State 
University coach Ric Wesley. “They 
came out and were the aggressors. It 
was hard for us to get stops defensively 
and their defense really had us on our 
heals.”
WSU opened the second half with 
a 17-3 run and the Lakers struggled to 
make the necessary shots to climb back 
in the game. They finished 2-of-19 from 
the three-point range and committed 
some uncharacteristic turnovers.
The Warriors pulled away late as 
GVSU’s desperation threes would not 
go in.
Long-range shooting proved to be 
the difference in the game. Fueled by 
five triples by Jonte Flowers, WSU shot 
11 -of-25 from the beyond the arc.
Flowers finished with 29 points on 
11-of-17 shooting.
The contest may have gotten more 
out of hand if not for GVSU’s run in 
the final 11:35 of the first half. With 
Flowers on the bench, the Lakers forced 
10 turnovers and held the Warriors 
scoreless.
"We kept getting stops at the end of 
the half,” said freshman Justin Ringler, 
who scored eight of his 15 total points 
during the run. “We have been a second 
half team all season and we were hoping
to play into that.”
The main focus for the Lakers was to 
stop the nation’s reigning player of the 
year, John Smith. They did, but had a 
little more trouble containing Flowers.
Smith finished with six points, 
more than 10 points below his season 
average, but Flowers was able to pick 
up the slack.
“(Smith) is a great player, but you 
know where he’s at since he’s around the 
basket — it is easy to bring extra help 
around him,” Wesley said. “(Flowers) is 
all over the floor so it is harder to bring 
help to him and he scores in a variety 
of ways.”
Smith said GVSU was the best 
defensive team he ever faced.
Senior Callistus Eziukwu contributed 
a lot to stopping Smith and held his own 
on offense. The senior center scored 19 
points in his final game as a Laker.
“We think he is the best player in the 
country," Wesley said. “He’s had such 
an unbelievable career for us. He scores, 
he rebounds, he blocks shots, he’s a 
good kid and he’s a team player. We’re 
never going to have another player like 
him.”
GVSU’s other key senior Jason 
Jamerson finished with 14 points but 
shot just 5-of-17 from the floor.
“They contest all of your shots and 
they keep you in front of them so you 
can’t easily penetrate their defense.” 
Jamerson said. “They made it really 
tough on us tonight.”
The Lakers finished their season 
with a 36-1 record, the best in school 
history.
“We accomplished a tremendous 
amount of things,” Wesley said. “I’m 
just disappointed for my guys, our 
school and our fans.”
sports @ lanthorn. com
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Triple-teamed: Redshirt freshman Justin Ringler, of Reed City, Mich , goes for a shot against three 
Winona State players.
Misery in Missouri
Grand Valley State University football loses to Northwest Missouri State in the national semifinals
sports@lanthom.com
Men's basketball loses in Elite Eight
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No. 3 Grand Valley State 
shocks Division I No. 8 
Michigan State Spartans 
at Breslin Center, 85-82
By Marc Koorstra
GVl. Sports Editor 
Originally published Noix 5. 2007
EAST LANSING, Mich. — Conventional wisdom 
would say Michigan State University is a lock to win at 
a home game in overtime against a Division II school.
Conventional wisdom would be quite wrong in this 
case.
The Grand Valley State University basketball team 
upset the No. 8 Spartans 85-82 in a double overtime 
exhibition match Nov. 2, 2007 at the Breslin Center.
“I don’t think this is going to be a life-changing 
experience for any of our guys, but it was a great night 
for us,” said leaker head coach Ric Wesley.
Callistus Eziukwu had a difficult time containing 
his smile after playing a huge role in the victory. The 
senior center scored the final basket to push GVSU’s 
lead to three points and then got his in the way of Drew 
Neitzel’s final attempt to tie the game.
“1 saw him open out of the comer of my eye and I 
just tried to get over there and get a hand up,” Eziukwu 
said. “I knew the game was on the line and I knew that 
he was going to take the shot so I just came to him.”
Eziukwu scored six of his 15 points in the second 
overtime. Senior Jason Jamerson led all scorers with 
19 points and redshirt freshman Justin Ringler added 
16 points off the bench.
Ringler also made a critical play toward the end of 
regulation to keep the Lakers in the game.
The Spartans held a one-point lead with 15 seconds 
remaining. Ringler stole Travis Walton’s in-bounds 
pass and converted a three-point play to put GVSU up 
by two.
“My first thought was that I was going to stop and 
pump-fake, but the guy is almost 7 feet tall.” Ringler 
said. “I was waiting for him to throw me in the first 
row, but he didn’t get to the shot and I got kind of lucky 
I guess.”
The leakers also needed some late heroics to stay 
alive after the first overtime. Neitzel drained a three- 
pointer to give MSU a four-point lead with just more 
than a minute remaining. GVSU evened it up with a 
pair of Eziukwu free throws and a reverse lay-up by 
Jamerson.
Neitzel, the Big Ten Preseason Player of the Year.
Courtesy Photo / Doug Witte
Gliding grace: Senior Jason Jamerson gets contested by 
freshman Chris Allen during Grand Valley State University's 
stunning exhibition victory against Michigan State University.
struggled all night, scoring just 12 points on three of 15 
shcx>ting. He led the Spartans to a come-from-behind 
victory against GVSU last year at the Van Andel Arena 
with 27 points.
Wesley credited senior L.J. Kilgore for limiting 
Neitzel’s effectiveness even while suffering from 
cramping in his calves.
“He plays just unbelievable defense,” Wesley said. 
“He mins our practices because the second and third 
team guys can never get the ball up the floor.”
MSU head coach Tom Izzo took the brunt of the 
blame for his team’s poor performance.
“It was certainly one of our most disappointing 
performances and I think, looking back, I have to 
take most of the blame,” Izzo said. "I’m disappointed 
in some of the things that we did as coaches and I’m 
disappointed in some of the things that we did as 
players, but I give a lot of credit to Grand Valley.”
The Lakers led by as many as eight points in the 
first half and took a 30-26 lead at halftime. Senior 
Nick Freer led the team with 10 points in the first half 
while Eziukwu and several other players were in foul 
trouble.
Freer and junior Pete Trammell each scored 12 
points.
GVSU made nine of 21 three-point attempts and 
out-rebounded the Spartans 44-41.
Freshmen Chris Allen and Kalin Lucas led MSU 
with 15 and 12 points respectively. Raymar Morgan 
added 10 points.
sports@lanthom.com
Tampa knocks off top-ranked Lak/ers
Spartans put a blemish on women s soccer perfect record
By Brian Beaupied
GVL Staff Writer
Originally published Dec. 3. 2007
ORANGE BEACH, Ala. - 
Grand Valley State University’s 
drive to a second consecutive 
national championship game 
came to a crashing halt Nov. 29, 
2007, losing 2-1 in the NCAA 
Division II Semi-Finals to Tampa 
University.
In a rematch of the 2006 
semi-finals the No. 1 Lakers (21- 
1-1) fell behind early from some 
aggressive play by the Spartans 
and never managed to recover.
Scrambling in their defensive 
zone for much of the first half, 
GVSU could not establish 
a rhythm and made several 
costly turnovers, which would 
eventually be the difference in 
the game.
“Tampa played very, very 
well, particularly the first 35 
minutes of the first half,” said 
GVSU head coach Dave Dilanni. 
“I thought they set a physical 
tone early on, winning a lot of 
the 50-50 balls and putting us 
under a lot of pressure.”
Tampa, whose resume 
boasted six wins against top 25 
opponents this season, opened 
scoring in the 17th minute after 
Marissa Mohammed chipped a 
one-timer past a diving Kristina 
Nasturzio.
The Spartans would add the 
eventual game winner with just 
2:08 remaining in the half when 
a ball played by senior defender 
Emily Bemer back to Nasturzio 
was mishandled resulting in 
an easy goal for a fast-closing 
Marissa Bernard.
GVSU, a great second half 
team all season long, showed 
signs of a comeback in the second 
half after a momentum swing 
following an Ashley Elsass goal 
just 1:15 into the second half. 
The junior took a feed from 
forward Katy Tafler and dribbled 
a couple steps before ripping a 
shot into the top right comer past 
Tampa keeper Shannon Aitken.
“1 thought our kids responded 
at half time like the have all year,” 
Dilanni said. “We’ve come out 
and played our best soccer in the 
second half.. .it’s a funny game, I 
definitely thought we had enough 
chances to win the game.”
The lead, however, proved 
to be insurmountable as the 
Spartans turned away attack after 
attack late in the game.
GVSU defender and team 
captain Sue Christenson’s career 
as a Laker was going to end in 
Alabama. Unfortunately the 
senior’s team record setting 
85th game in )>lue and white 
would be a pre[nature ending to 
a promising season.
“Well I think that (playing 
behind) kind of fired us up even 
more at halftime,” Christenson 
said while holding back tears. 
“Sitting in the locker room 
saying ‘Thip wasn’t going to be 
our last game ’... but it just didn t 
happen today.”
Spartap head coach Gerry 
Lucey credited pre-game 
adjustments and aggressive play 
for his teams victory.
“We changed our system, it 
was a last minute thing...but we 
had to change something up,” 
Lucey said. “I felt that they may 
have underestimated us, we lost 
a couple of games and we lost 
to them last year and they were 
probably pretty comfortable they 
could overcome us again...we 
definitely don’t have 11 Mia 
Hamms on this team, but they 
scrapped and battled out there.”
Tafler, named the Dakftonics 
Division II Player of the Year for 
a second year in a row, shrugged 
off pressure as the reason for the 
Lakers playoff collapse
“You’ve got to take the 
pressure and turn it into 
excitement,” Tafler said. “Yeah, 
you have the target on your back 
but that should make you want to 
turn around and play better.”
Despite not living up to the 
lofty expectations that come with 
a No. 1 ranking, Dilanni tried to 
put a positive spin on his team’s 
performance.
“I am very proud of our kids,” 
Dilanni said. “Our kids fought, 
and I don’t know if we deserve 
better, but they put on a show out 
there.” .
hheaupiet9@Umthorn.com
GVL / Brian Scvald
Record upset: Laker forward Jaleen Dingledine takes the ball down the field 
during the semifinal game in Tampa, Fla.
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Hockey wins pool play, falls in semifinals
Team defeats Florida Gulf Coast to advance to 
semi-finals, but sweeped by Indiana University
Jflii Jl lv IV I . ' ■
By k>sh Kowalczyk
GVl. Staff Writer
Originally jHblished March 17. 2008 
i
The Grand Galley State University 
Club hockey team's dream season 
came to an efiU March 15 in Fort 
Mydrti Fla. "
GVSU bedt Colorado State 
UftivtH^ity 5-4 And the University 
of Connecticut f>-0 in the first two 
gartlfes of pool play.
,r' The Lakers advanced to the 
settolfPnaH with a ‘5- r"
3 win against Florida 
GhlfCoast Universify 
on March 14!
'“•The Lakers lost to 
Indiana University 
3-1 r’' March' 15. 
falling one game 
short of the national 
dhampioitship game.
“The ' loss still 
stings.” said GVSU 
coach Denny
McLean. ‘JWe didn't 
come to play like we 
should have and we 
gave it away.”
In the March 
14 contest, the Lakers took on the 
hometown favorite FGCU. The Lakers 
found themselves in a 1-0 hole ah the 
end of the first period.
GVSU tied the game with freshman 
Scott kood’s goal midway through 
the second. The Lakers took a 2-1 
lead late in the period when FGCU 
goalie Nick Fernandez skated out of 
the crease, dove for a loose puck and 
missed it. Senior Andy Beller took 
control of the puck and slipped it into 
the empty net.
The Lakers headed into the final 
period \^ith a 3-2 lead but quickly 
pulled away from the Eagles with two
goals in the final minutes to secure 
the win.
In the semifinals, the Lakers looked 
out of sync for most of the game. 
Indiana struck first on Mike Vaughn’s 
power-play goal midway through the 
first period. GVSU headed into the 
first intermission down 1-0.
“The game could have gone both 
ways,” said sophomore Grant Lyon. 
“The fact of the matter is Indiana 
wanted the game more than we did. 
Our concentration was down a couple 
notches and Indiana 
capitalized on our 
mistakes.”
McLean said the 
8 a.m. start may 
have played a factor 
in the team’s slow 
start.
“I think they still 
had their heads on 
their pillows in the 
first period,” he 
said.
The Lakers still 
could not find their 
energy in the second. 
GVSU tied the game 
midway through the 
period after senior 
Dean Watkins corralled his own 
rebound and buried the puck in the 
back of the net.
In the third period, the Lakers 
could not find a way to beat the 
Indiana defense. The Hoosiers added 
two more goals in the third to cruise 
to victory.
Adam Logue and Dan Karlander 
each registered a goal to lead the 
Hoosiers scoring detail. Lyon made 
31 saves for the Lakers.
Overall for the tournament. Rood 
had three goals and two assists, senior 
Nate Morang added two goals and 
two assists, freshman Matt Morang
“The fact of the matter 
is Indiana wanted the 
game more than we 
did. Our concentration 
was down a couple 
notches and Indiana 
capitalized on our 
mistakes.”>
GRANT LYON
GVSU SOPHOMORE
GVl Archive / Brian 8. Sevald
Puck drop: Senior captain Nate Morang faces off with Davenport.
had two goals and three assists while 
freshman Ryan Welch tallied four 
assists. Lyon finished the tournament 
with a .928 save percentage and a 
2.33 goals against average.
“I believe the team had an 
outstanding season,” Rood said. 
“Although the team didn’t accomplish 
the overall goal of winning a national 
championship, 1 believe deep down
that this team has a bright future 
ahead and I can only look forward to 
what it holds for us.”
jko walczyk @ lanthorn. com
Track claims national titles in three events
Men’s team sees trophies in distance medley, pole vault events, womens team garners first-place victory in high jump
“It was an 
outstanding day 
for all our men. I 
am real proud of 
everyone.”
JERRY BALTES
HEAD COACH
By Kyle Paffhausen
* • GVl. Staff whiter 
Originally published March 17. 2008
& \
The Grand Valley State 
University track teams traveled 
to Minnesota for the NCAA 
National Championships, and 
both came home with top 10 
finishes.
The men finished the two-day 
event with a score 37, which was 
good enough for fourth place. 
Their finish is the highest in 
school history 
!for GVSU.
Saint 
Augustine’s 
College won 
with a total of 
68 points.
The women 
Jiad a similar 
point total 
with of 36, 
but finished 
iin a sixth- 
place tie with 
South Dakota 
University.
“It was an outstanding day 
for all our men,” said Head 
Coach Jerry Baltes. “I am real 
proud of everyone.”
GVSU did not score in any of 
the short distance races, creating 
all of their points in the field and 
long distance events.
One of two first-place finishes 
during the weekend came in 
the distance medley event. 
Seniors Nick Polk, Nate Peck 
and junior Todd Schuster ran 
with soj>M)more Troy Rock to a 
victory of Almost nine seconds.
SchusfeA also finished the 
800-metet min in fourth place, 
almost two seconds behind the 
winner.
The LAk^rs scored nine 
points in the\ 5000-meter run, 
led by the setopd place finish of 
Peck at 14:17.35. Polk followed 
in eighth place.
“It was defibfcely better than 
the seventh places that I’m used 
to,” Peck said. 1
The other victory for the men 
came in the pole vault. Junior 
Bryant Wilson vaulted 5.25 
meters for the win.,. 10 meters 
ahead of second place.
Also in the field, sophomore 
Ryan Rademacher finished sixth 
in the long jump, netting another 
three points for GVSU.
The women’s effort was 
highlighted by sophomore 
Maegan Doyen’s championship 
in the high jump with a leap of 
1.73 meters.
Baltes said Doyen’s 
performance was the most 
exciting moment of the weekend 
as she was ranked outside of 
the top 10 going in. The teams 
deserve praise for their fine 
performances, he added.
Sophomore Candice Wheat 
scored an early four points with 
her sixth-place 
finish in the 60- 
meter hurdles.
In the 800-meter 
run, sophomore 
Katherine McCarthy 
finished with a time 
of 2:13.20, good 
for fifth place and 
another four points 
for the Lakers. 
McCarthy also 
participated in the 
distance medley 
event, netting 
GVSU another four points.
Racing with senior Katie 
Mendziara, sophomore Katie 
Alfredson and junior Kelly 
Gibbons, GVSU finished almost 
10 seconds behind the winner.
In the field events, the women 
garnered a total of 20 points, 
including a win in the high jump 
event by Doyen. Her jump of 
1.73 meters defeated six other
jumpers at 1.70 meters.
Other points in the field for 
the women came in the pole 
vault where juniors Miranda 
Farr and Dianna Noonan tied 
at 3.80 meters, splitting the five 
points.
The final points for GVSU 
came in the weight throw where 
junior Mary Bogner and senior 
Kathie Posa came in fourth 
and fifth respectively. Bogner’s 
throw of 18.15 meters bested 
that of Posa by more than .3 
meters.
Adams State University won 
the title with 55 points.
kpaffhausen@lanthorn.com
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GVl I Pete Tabberer
Left: Senior Jennifer O’Shesky, of 
Dearborn, Mich., runs the hurdles at the St. 
Valentine's Invitational
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Volleyball loses in quarterfinals
Grand Valley State University team loses to West Texas A&M University in Elite Eight five-game match in Topeka, Kansas
:
By Rob Rosenbach
Gil Staff Writer
Originally published Dec. 3. 2007
The No. 5 Grand Valley State 
University volleyball team fell just 
' short of their ultimate team goal of 
’ a second national championship in 
\ three years.
* • live leakers lost to No. 8 West 
^ Texas A&M University in the 
J T Division 11 Elite Eight in Topeka, 
► I Kan. on Nov. 29, 2007 in a tough 
»I five-game match (30-27, 24-30,
27-30,30-26 and 20-22).
* In game one the Lakers hit 
M)8 and recorded 18 kills while
S^WTAMU hit only .267. In game 
T two, GVSU once again recorded 
t 18 kills and hit .441, but it was not 
t enough as the Lady Buffs evened
* the match at one game a piece.
"I thought we played as hard 
as we could,” said Head Coach
Deanne Scanlon. "We were a little 
out of sync, but our kids fought 
hard.”
In game three, the leakers fell to 
an 11 -4 deficit, but made a strong 
run to only trail by one at 28-27, but 
WTAMU scored two final points 
to take the lead in the match two 
games to one.
The Lakers took their biggest 
lead of game four at 28-24, only 
to see the Lady BufFs cut their 
lead to two. GVSU then scored 
the two points they needed to send 
the match into five games with the 
w inner advancing to the final four.
Coming into this match, the 
Lakers had five wins to only two 
losses in five-game matches this 
season. With the two teams fighting 
to be the first to 15 points, winning 
by two, the two teams traded points 
virtually throughout the entire 
game. The Lady Buffs eventually
got the two points in a row they 
needed and took the game 22-20 to 
advance to the final four.
“That match was very intense,” 
said senior Erica VandeKopple. 
“We had a lot of unforced errors 
and if we play that team 10 times, 
we win seven of those matches."
Those unforced errors included 
16 service errors.
Although they lost the match, 
the leakers outhit the Ixkly Buffs 
.302 to .250.
Many Lakers set career highs 
during the match as freshman 
Rebeccah Rapin tallied 24 kills, 
junior Jamie Ashmore recorded 76 
assists and tied a career high with 
23 digs. VandeKopple had 23 kills 
in her last game as a leaker.
“It hasn’t really seem to sink in 
yet," VandeKopple said of playing 
her last game. “It seems so long ago 
that I started playing here, but it also
CVS(J V1>U£VB/H
r
seems like it went really fast.”
GVSU ends its season with a 
33-4 record, the third most wins in 
school history. The team will only
graduate two seniors.
“They are both fifth-year seniors 
(VandeKopple turd Allyson Riley) 
and they decided lo come back and
play," Scanlon stud. ‘Tire >vork 
they put in over the List live years 
means so much to this program."
rmsertbach ® lanthom.com
GVL / Elise Miller
Body block: Leaping for the ball, junior Lauren Reber (right) and senior Erica Vandekopple (left) aim to prevent the return 
during the fourth-quarter final game against Charleston GVSU took the win and advanced to the semifinals.
Wrestling wins nationals
L...........
By Marc Koorstra
GVL Sports Editor
Originally published March 17,200S
The Grand Valley State 
University club wrestling team 
made some history on March 15.
The Lakers claimed their 
third-consecutive National
Collegiate Wresting Association 
Championship — the first team to 
achieve the feat.
“That was our one goal for the 
season,” said Head Coach Rick 
Bolhuis. “We train for that purpose 
all year. We wanted to be the first 
team in this division and the first 
team on campus to win three 
national championships in a row.” 
GVSU finished with 120.5 
1 "points, just beating out Newman 
^-University (115 points) and the
* University of Central Florida
* (114.5) points. Wrestlers from 75 
£ schools participated in the event, 
£ which was held in Lakeland, Fla.
* Two individuals captured
- national titles for the Lakers. Junior 
~ Joe Mendez won the 141-pound 
Z bracket and freshman Jordan
* Richardson claimed the 165-pound
* championship.
c Mendez won every match by
* pin or technical fall.
* “We were in a dogfight with
- two other teams,” Bolhuis said. 
Z “(Mendez) really wrestled well and 
Z set the tone for us for the whole 
Z tournament."
Eight other individuals placed 
? for the Lakers, giving the team a
* 'totalof 10All-Americans.
* I Senior Russell Correll was the 
I*runner-up in the 157-pound class.
It was his third time earning All- 
American honors.
Junior Richard Doherty finished 
fourth at 174 pounds and senior 
Phil Lanni earned seventh in the 
184-pound class.
A pair of Lakers ended up 
meeting in the third-place match 
of the 197-pound weight division. 
Sophomore Kelvin Miller beat 
junior Daryn Whitefield to earn the 
bronze medal.
GVSU also placed two wrestlers 
in the 235-pound division. Senior 
Joe Kuzmicz finished in third while 
sophomore Ryan l^ancaster took 
seventh place.
Freshman Corey Mel inn 
finished in fifth place in the 285- 
pound division in his first season at 
GVSU. He said the accomplishment 
makes him excited for the rest of 
his career.
“I have a chance to get All- 
American all four years," Melinn 
said. “That’d be pretty cool because 
very few individuals are able to do 
that."
Melinn got off to a strong start, 
winning his first three matches hut 
lost his next two. He bounced back 
in the last consolation match to pin 
his opponent.
There was one unexpected fall 
that stunned the leakers.
Senior Dan Schaaf was 
considered a contender for the 
133-pound title as a two-time 
All-American, but ended up not 
placing. Bolhuis said he was proud 
of the way the team responded to 
defeat.
sports® lanthom.com
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This was the most expensive 
gas bill for one month at
WINTER
• GVl / Abby Fox
Match pin: Junior Joe Mendez wrestles for the 141 -pound weight class in his 
match against Muskegon Community College
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Cross country brings home top ranks
Womens team ends with third-place finish, score of 181; 
mens team takes home No. 4 rank with final score of 152
By Kyle Paffhausen
GVl. Staff Writer
Originally published Nov. 19. 2007
Grand Valley State 
University’s cross country 
teams entered the national 
championships with the No. 4 
ranking in Division II but did 
not achieve their championship 
aspirations.
Finishing in fourth place, the 
men lived up to their seeding, 
earning four All-America 
honors in the process.
“We had high aspirations to 
finish in the top three or win 
the darn thing,” said Head 
Coach Jerry Baltes.
Just off the trophy stand, 
GVSU finished with a team 
score of 152, well behind 
the first-place score of 59 by 
winner Abilene Christian.
The high finisher for the 
Lakers was senior Nate Peck 
in seventh place.
Peck was one of four GVSU 
men to earn All-America 
honors, along with seniors 
Robbie Young and Grant Fall 
and junior Chris Hammer.
With a time of 30:24, Peck 
was almost six seconds faster 
than the nearest runner.
Following in 23rd place 
was Young at 31:16, the only 
other GVSU runner inside the 
top 25.
In 30th position, Hammer 
was 20 seconds behind Young.
Western State College of 
Colorado came in second with 
a 66 and had all five of their
runners finish inside the top
20.
Baltesexpressed his pleasure 
with his senior class finishing 
with four All-Americans but 
also his worry about losing the 
class.
“We 
have a great 
freshman 
class and a 
solid group 
of returners 
coming 
back,”
Black said.
“I do not 
know if we 
will be on 
the trophy 
stand a year 
from now. 
though.”
The 
women fared a little better, 
taking home third place during 
their trip to Joplin, Miss.
With only one runner inside 
the top 20, the Lakers again 
used a team effort on their way 
to a score of 181. The winner 
of the event was Adams State 
College with a low score of 
63.
The nearest competitor was 
second place Seattle Pacific 
University with a score of 
178.
“We had some things go not 
too well for us the past two 
weeks,” Baltes said.
He mentioned the loss 
of senior team leader Suzie 
Rivard to a knee injury as a
large issue.
Junior Lynsey Ardingo was 
the top finisher for GVSU 
in 20th place with a time of 
21:25.
She earned All-American 
honors with her 
finish.
Running what 
Baltes called 
a “great race,” 
freshman Megan 
M a c e r a t i n i 
finished 35th, 23 
seconds behind 
her teammate.
“It sort of 
worked out,” 
Baltes said about 
the group attack. 
“You do not hold 
kids back.”
GVSU had 
four runners 
within 10 spots in the finishing 
order with Maceratini, 
freshman Lori Burgess in 41st, 
junior Kelly Gibbons in 42nd 
and sophomore Leah Borns in 
43 rd.
“We are blessed we are 
bringing home a trophy,” 
Baltes said. “And we have a 
very young team and a bright 
future ahead.”
The men’s team graduates 
six of their runners after 
the track and field season. 
However, the women’s team 
loses four after the spring 
season.
kpaffhausen@lanthorn.com
“We are blessed we 
are bringing home a 
trophy. And we have 
a very young team 
and a bright future 
ahead.”
JERRY BALTES
HEAD COACH
GVl / Jaslyn Gilbert
Leader of the pack: Adrian Chouinard, a senior on the women's cross country team, leads a pack of GVSU runners during the 
Aquinas Open. The meet was held at Riverside Park in Grand Rapids
GV sends three club teams to volleyball national championships
Women s club 
volleyball takes 
second place in Dill 
national tournament
By Rob Rosenbach
GVL Staff Writer
Originally published April 14. 200H
The trip may have had a few 
speed bumps along the way, but 
the Grand Valley State University 
men’s and women's club 
volleyball teams finally made it 
to Dallas, Texas for the National 
Championship tournament.
The three teams consisting 
of a GVSU men’s Division I 
team and two women's teams 
representing Divisions I and 
III left Allendale at midnight 
on April 8 and did not arrive in 
Dallas until 30 minutes before 
the scheduled practice time.
The women’s B teamcompeted 
at the Division III level at the 
National Campus Championship 
Series National i hampionship. 
The team collected two wins 
against the University of Arizona 
and University of Colorado’s B 
teams and dropped a match to
the University of Texas’ B team.
The Division III Lakers took 
revenge on Saturday, defeating 
the longhorns two games to 
one to advance to the National 
Championship game before 
they fell to Michigan State 
University’s B team.
“This is only the second year 
we have taken a B team to the 
National Championships,” said 
sophomore Stephanie Pavlish. 
“To take second place in the 
nation this year is awesome, 
especially with all the good 
people we have on the team."
The Laker women’s A team 
also fared well as it won two 
of three on day one, collecting 
wins against the University of 
Delaware and the University 
of Dayton before falling to the 
University of Santa Clara. The 
Lakers worked their way through 
the bracket, beating MSU’s A 
team before falling in the elite 
eight to Marquette University 
(24-26, 16-25).
“We felt really good about 
our performance,” said senior 
Anna Tollefson. "It is an obvious 
disappointment, but Marquette 
has been in the finals the last 
three years.”
After a successful 22-12 
season, the men’s team got off 
to a rocky start on April 10. 
The Lakers dropped games to 
the University of California 
at Berkeley, the University 
of Arizona’s A team and the 
University of Wisconsin- 
Madison.
The men played much better 
in day two as they beat the 
University of Cincinnati and the 
Naval Academy in three-game- 
a-piece matches.
“We just had to remain 
focused after the first day,” said 
junior Jordan Timmerman. “We 
had a much better day the second 
day with two wins against very 
good teams.”
Playing in the Silver Bracket, 
the Lakers fell to the University
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Photo op: The men's volleyball team 
hangs out in front of the net before a 
game at the GVSU King of the Courts 
Challenge
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of Notre Dame on April 12. The 
Lakers beat the Irish twice in 
the their previous four meetings 
during the season. The Irish 
claimed the season tie-breaker 
in the third game of the match 
16-14.
“We game out a little slow 
against Notre Dame,” said senior 
Justin Hobeck. “However, we 
did a lot better down here than 
people thought we would.”
r rosenbach @ lanthorn.com
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Vaginas celebrated for seventh year at GVSU
Students, ‘Vagina 
Monologues' 
perform to honor 
global movement
By Jessica Pawlowski
GVL Staff Writer
Originally published Feb. 11. 200H
People should be able to say 
the word “cunt” without having a 
negative connotation behind it.
This is the message Kiersten 
Schulte, director and publicity chair 
for “The Vagina Monologues,” 
tried get across on Feb. 11 in her 
performance “Reclaiming Cunt.”
Grand Valley State University’s 
“The Vagina Monologues” 
performances began at 7 p.m. in 
the Louis Armstrong Theatre of the 
Performing Arts Center.
This is the seventh year 
the GVSU Women's Center is 
holding the performances. "The 
Vagina Monologues” is part of V- 
Day. a global movement to stop 
violence against women and girls. 
The monologues are based on 
Interviews that Eve Ensler, award­
winning author of “The Vagina 
Monologues,” conducted.
“(Ensler) put the stories together 
in such a way that shows the 
diversity of women’s experiences, 
its it relates to their bodies — and 
most specifically — their vaginas,” 
Said Ashley Nickels, community 
Outreach and volunteer coordinator 
pf “The Vagina Monologues.”
Nickels said the goal is to raise 
awareness about violence against 
women and its effects on people’s 
lives and identities, and to raise 
money for organizations working
to stop violence against women.
“It’s really important for us to 
get the message out to end violence 
against women and girls,” Schulte 
said. “We want all people to be 
involved — men and women.”
Schulte said this is her second 
year being heavily involved with 
“The Vagina Monologues,” and 
preparing for the performances is 
a year-long process. Performances, 
which consist of 18 monologues, 
arc done by students, faculty and 
community members of all ages 
and races, she said. There are open 
auditions for performers, which 
started in November.
“We try to incorporate everyone 
who tries out,” Schulte said. “Just 
because you didn’t get a part 
doesn’t mean you can't help end 
violence against women and girls. 
Only women are allowed to do 
‘The Vagina Monologues,’ but we 
can have male directors.”
A new addition this year to the 
V-Day campaign, however, is “A 
Memory, A Monologue. A Rant 
and A Prayer,” a collection of short 
stories and monologues written by 
men and women.
“It’s performed in the same way 
(as 'The Vagina Monologues’) 
except this is the first performance 
ever by V-Day where men will be 
able to be on stage,” Schulte said. 
“Some of the pieces are written 
by men, they are pieces to be 
performed by men. They open up 
many different views of violence.”
Also, every year V-Day has a 
Spotlight Campaign that focuses on 
a particular group of women who 
are experiencing violence. This 
year the focus is on the “Katrina 
Warriors,” w omen of New Orleans 
and the Gulf South.
Schulte said V-Day hasn’t 
touched upon Katrina yet, and the 
"Katrina Warriors" are still trying to 
survive the effects of the hurricane.
"Right now they’re surviving 
everything they went through...the 
storm itself, economic hardship, 
domestic abuse iuxl rape,” she 
said. "They’re still trying to rebuild 
themselves and rebuild their 
communities. It's an ongoing process. 
These women are still doing it”
Everybody has a vital role in 
ending violence against women 
and girls, she added.
“I can’t wait to see every body 
there," Schulte said. “I think it’s 
important for the entire GVSU 
community to come see the 
performance.”
"The Vagina Monologues” will 
be performed again on Feb. 15 at 7 
p.m. at the Wealthy Street Theatre 
in Grand Rapids. "MMRP” is 
scheduled for Feb. 19 at 7 p.m. in the 
Cook-DeWitt Center. Tickets for all 
performances are $10 for students 
and $20 for non-students. "The 
Vagina Monologues” tickets can be 
purchased at Meijer, the 20/20 desk 
in Kirkhof. the box office in the 
PAC or online at StarTicketsPlus. 
Tickets for "MMRP’ are available 
at the Women’s Center. Room 161 
in Kirkhof. Proceeds will go toward 
programs that are working to end 
violence. For more information, 
call the Women's Center at (616) 
331-2748.
“1 want people to walk away 
with a positive image of ‘The 
Vagina Monologues,”’ Schulte 
said. "I want them to understand 
what good it does for the world. We 
want to change the story of women 
everywhere.”
jpawlowski@lanthorn.com
GVL / Baily Duemling
Actress: Krysten Griggs performs an act entitled "The Angry Vagina" during GVSU's production of "Vagina Monologues "
GVl / Craig Harmer
Last goodbye: Broken Sunday performing at The Intersection for their final show on Sept 6, 2007.
Broken Sunday says goodbye to fans
Local band cheers 
eight years, 
performs at finale 
show at The 
Intersection
By Brandy Arnold
GVL A A F Editor 
Originally published Sept. 10. 2007
The sound of the crowd was 
deafening as Broken Sunday 
raised their glasses and gave 
cheers to eight years at their 
finale show Sept. 6. 2007.
The band well-known to 
many at Grand Valley State 
University gave their final bow 
at the Intersection Lounge to 
a packed house. Faithful fans 
and newcomers alike yelled 
their praises and sang along to 
the music as Broken Sunday 
rocked out on stage.
Drummer Myles Rutledge 
said he was surprised at the 
reception the band received.
“For a local band to fill 
such a big venue, that was 
amazing.” he said.
Guitarist Tom Steimel was 
also apprehensive going into 
their performance.
“It went a lot better than I
thought it would,” he said. “I 
wanted to go up there and just 
throw down and I think that’s 
what we did.”
While proud of the show 
as a whole, each member cited 
the song “Revelation” as the 
high point of the night. The 
song was co-written by Austin 
Poel and Steffan Copenhaver 
in 2002 and has been a staple 
of the band's shows.
“That song really means 
a lot to me,”
Poel said,
“When we 
played it I 
teared up 
— I mean I 
actually cried 
a little.”
As Broken 
Sunday 
performed 
“Revelation” 
the crowd 
became so 
loud, they 
almost 
drowned out 
lead singer.
Joe Cisler.
Taking his cue from them, 
he stuck his microphone out 
toward the audience. The 
crowd immediately stepped up, 
belting out every word through 
the entire chorus.
“(The show) went a 
a lot better than I 
thought it would. I 
wanted to go up there 
and just throw down 
and I think that's what 
we did.”
TOM STEIMEL
BROKEN SUNDAY GUITARIST
Cisler said then was the 
moment when it hit him this 
was his last show performing 
with Broken Sunday.
“It was a rush, but then I 
realized that I’ll no longer be 
playing with these guys that 
I’ve performed with for eight 
years,” he said. “It’s definitely 
the kind of time that will be 
missed.”
Copenhaver said the band 
is immensely grateful to the 
fans that came 
out to support 
them.
“I saw 
people out
in the crowd 
that have been 
with us for 
seven or eight 
years,” he 
said. “To have 
people stick 
with us from 
the beginning 
— that means 
so much to 
us.”
Craig 
Avery, who 
plays in band opener Brena, 
said it was the best performance 
he has seen the band give in 
the three years he has gone to 
their shows.
“It was such high energy,”
he said. “You could tell they 
were putting everything in to 
it. They just had a great vibe 
with the crowd.”
Crowd members who had 
never been to a Broken Sunday 
show before were won over by 
the group.
“I’m not usually into the 
kind of music they play,” said 
Patty Blade. “But I thought 
they did great. I’m sad they’re 
breaking up because now I 
want to see them again.”
Jessica Ransom agreed.
“I’ve heard of them before, 
but I never realized they were 
from around here,” she said. 
“They’re one of the better 
concerts I’ve seen.”
As the band mingled with 
friends and joked with each 
other, they commented on 
the night and their plans for 
celebrating the end of a great 
ride.
“This celebration calls for 
lots of booze and fire works,” 
Poeljoked.
Rutledge was disappointed 
he had to leave early to get back 
to his hometown of Detroit.
“We definitely have to get 
together again,” he said. “It’s 
all been a great experience.”
arts@lanthorn.com
Sophie Freud spends day on campus
By Jessica Pawlowski
GVL Staff Writer 
Originally published Oct. 1. 2007
“Leaving Paris by bicycle 
...who would’ve thought we 
could escape the German army 
that way?” said Sophie Freud, 
granddaughter of Sigmund Freud, 
to a packed room full of students, 
parents and faculty Sept. 28, 
2007 in the Grand River Room in 
Kirkhof Center.
Freud came to Grand Valley 
State University to talk about her 
life as a member of the famous 
Freud family, her life growing 
up, escaping the holocaust with 
her mother during World War II 
and to read from her new book 
“Living in the Shadow of the 
Freud Family.”
Milt Ford, liberal studies 
professor and Lesbian, Gay, 
Bisexual and 
Transgender 
Resource 
Center 
coordinator, 
arranged for 
Freud to come.
“Professor 
Ford is an old 
friend of mine.”
Freud said.
“He wanted 
to introduce 
the book to his 
colleagues and 
students.”
Ford said he has been friends 
with Freud for a long time and 
tried to bring her to GVSU for 
years.
They met at a conference more 
than 20 years ago and have stayed 
in touch since.
“I am optimistic — I think 
there will be a good crowd,” Ford 
said before the event. “I think we 
will do a pretty good job about 
even filling up the Grand River 
Room.”
His predictions were right — 
the rxx)m was packed, and those 
filing in after 10 a.m. had to pull 
up their own chairs
Freud was a professor of social 
work at Simmons College Schtxil 
of Social Work in Boston for 
many years. Ford said.
Freud said she Ux>kcd forward 
to seeing GVSU students and 
liked being on campus among the 
students — that is something she 
always enjoyed.
“I’m delighted to see so many 
students here,” Freud said in her 
opening statements at the event. 
“I’m feeling very much at home.”
Freud read excerpts from her 
new book, which combines diaries, 
letters and autobiographical 
writing of many members of the 
Freud family. She shared letters 
that her mother, father anti famous
grandfather had written, dating 
back to the early 1900s.
She also read a letter she had 
written to her famous grandfather, 
telling him he had been a kind 
and protective presence in her 
life, but distant. In the letter, she 
shared with him that at times she 
wished to be seen as other than his 
grandchild, but she was proud to 
be part of his family.
“I’m very glad I had that 
privilege,” she told the audience 
when asked about being the 
granddaughter of a famous man.
Ford predicted students would 
enjoy Freud’s storytelling, advice 
and wit.
“She is a very engrossing 
storyteller.” Ford said. “She 
charms audiences. She’s a 
wonderful speaker.”
After speaking for an hour. 
Freud asked if anyone had any 
questions. No one in the audience 
raised their 
hand at first.
“Never let 
opportunities 
by-pass you,” 
she said.
Someone 
then raised 
their hand.
Freud said 
the audience 
would be 
entertained 
and informed 
about the 
happenings of
WWII.
“I would say that they will leam 
something about how lives and 
political events are intertwined,” 
she said.
Megan Linbuig. a GVSU 
senior majoring in psychology, 
thought it was interesting to 
hear about WWII and Sigmund 
Freud from the perspective of his 
granddaughter.
“It’s kind of like an inside view 
instead of just reading about it in 
the books.” she said.
Linburg heard about the event 
in two of her classes, but was 
specifically there for her women 
and gender studies class.
“(Freud) devotes her time now 
to many educational endeavors in 
the Boston area, her writing and 
traveling in the U.S. and Europe 
to give talks and lectures," Ford 
said.
Copies of Freud's fxxik were 
sold out at the event.
After the event Freud talked 
to audience members one-on-one 
and signed their bxx>ks.
There was also a txx>k reading 
and signing at Schuler B<x>ks and 
Music, 3165 Alpine NW at 7 p.m. 
the same day.
jpawlowski @ lanthorn.(on,
“(Sophie Freud) is 
a very engrossing 
storyteller. She charms 
audiences. She's a 
wonderful speaker.”
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'Nickel and Dimed'
If ■'! AII M \ jt \ : —
By Erika Stack
(At Staff Writer
Originally published April 7. 2008
Attention Grand Valley State 
University community: Be sure to 
check out this month’s blue light 
special of the theatre department’s 
production of “Nickel and 
Dimed.”
For $6, students can enjoy two 
acts bursting with comedy, as 
well as take home an important 
message about a class of 
people that do not often get the 
recognition they deserve.
They are the working class, 
they are heroes — and “Nickel 
and Dimed” proves ^hat they are, 
in fact, something tdbe. (Thanks, 
John Lennon.)
Based off the btxildby 
journalist Barbara Ehi\nreich, 
“Nickel and Dimed: O^(Not) 
Getting By in America,"! the 
plot of the play revolves ground 
Ehrenreich as she explore^ what 
it is like to hold a minimum- 
wage job while trying to \ 
support herself. It is important 
to emphasize Ehrenreich wai 
supporting only herself, whil^ 
many of her co-workers, on 
the same income, were also 
supporting families.
As a result, Ehrenreich took \ 
on jobs such as waitressing and 
working at “Mall-Mart," and 
found out the hard way that
working one minimum-wage job 
was not enough to survive. At 
most, Ehrenreich achieved a wage 
of $7 an hour.
Whitney Hershberger, a senior 
theatre major at GVSU, played the 
lead role and smoothly brought the 
audience along with her from job 
to job, which was accomplished 
by abmjM costume changes and 
comedic asides meant only for the 
audience’s ears.
The rotating stage and 
projected background also 
helped to put the audience into 
Ehrenreich’s world.
But the monologues were 
not the only portions of the play 
meant for auditory enjoyment. 
Sound designer Paul Collins, 
with the help of Hershberger, 
masterfully compiled a 
soundtrack of familiar songs for 
everyone to enjoy while the stage 
rotated and workplaces were 
being changed — even if the 
music briefly overpowered the 
dialogue.
If nothing else, the 
conversations that went on 
between Barbara and her co­
workers are worth the admission 
fee in themselves. Between 
frequent “f-wonds” dropped 
by Evan Griffiths, the fabulous 
Czech accent portrayed by Elliot 
J. Michel and the down-to-earth, 
familiar rhetoric from Jessica 
Turner, many audience members
GV art project picked up by Fox 17
the point of the project.
“It was pretty evident they were 
interested in something that could 
be sensationalized,” she said.
Besides Mantovani. Fox 17 
spoke with Bergenham for the 
news segment.
In the segment Bergenham is 
quoted as saying, "I want people 
to know it as an art form. Piercing 
tattooing, it’s one of the oldest art 
forms and should be respected. It’s 
just that.”
Still, Zbiciak said even then an 
unfair representation was in play.
“It’s one thing to interview 
someone and it’s another to present 
them in a very specific way,” she 
said. “Ibey zoomed in on his 
earlobes and tattoos. They wanted 
to film him as something of an 
outsider.”
Bergenham said the accusations 
of his behavior as “red flag” were 
“outlandish.”
"Piercing has been natural to 
human society for thousands of 
years," he said.
The concept of his work is not 
just about piercing, he added.
“It is important, but more 
importantly the piece was about 
bringing myself closer to a spiritual 
item,” he said. “Masks are very 
spiritual in other cultures and I 
didn’t just want to put the mask on 
— 1 wanted it to be part of me.”
Bergenham said he understands 
why the news outlet used the 
material they did and is happy for 
the publicity, but he does not think 
the outlet focused enough on the 
art.
“If another artist was watching 
the show they might laugh and say 
‘That’s just sensationalism,’” he 
said.
Chris Koops, news assignment
manager at Fox 17, disagreed.
“I think that’s his opinion, but 
it is not necessarily the opinion of 
those who shot it," he said. “We got 
calls (about the piece) and thought 
it generated a healthy discussion. 
We reserve the right to choose the 
subject and in that case it was his 
piece.”
The curators and the show were 
not discussed because they were 
not the focus of the story, Koops 
added.
“It is not my job to choose what 
is and isn’t art. but it is my job to 
pick the stories, who tells them 
and how they are told,” he said. 
“And we believe we told the story 
in a fair, balanced and interesting 
manner.”
Millersaid while she understands 
the curators were not the focus of 
the story, she still wishes they had 
a chance to speak.
“The question presented in the 
segment was ‘why would they do 
this?’ and we didn’t get a chance to 
answer that," she said. “It looked 
like we gratuitously put up shocking 
art for kicks.”
The other pieces in the show 
were not as graphic or controversial 
as Bergenham's, Miller said, and 
by focusing only on his piece, the 
news segment didn’t reflect the 
attitude of the art department as a 
whole.
The culmination of the show 
was a spaghetti dinner in which 
faculty, students and members of 
the community were present, she 
said.
“We had a really good 
conversation that I felt people took 
a lot away from," Miller said.
arts® lanthorn.co m
immerses audience into working class
Ottawa Creek
By Brandy Arnold
GVL A&H Editor
Originally published March 24. 2008
When senior art students Ruby 
Miller and Teresa Zbiciak set out 
to curate their project, "I Know 
Art When I See It," they wanted 
to provoke thought about ways the 
seven piece? of work they selected 
could be considered art.
“They were selected specifically 
for their potential to bring out viewer 
response,” Zbiciak said. “While we 
hoped to incite conversation, we 
definitely didn't expect it to turn 
out this way."
She is referring to the WXMI 
Fox 17 news coverage the Grand 
Valley State University students’ 
project garnered because of one 
piece in particular.
The piece by GVSU alumnus 
David Bergenham was a video 
featuring him wearing a mask while 
piercing his cheeks with skewers.
He made the video while studying 
abroad in England.
When the piece was displayed 
on March 14 in the Padnos Art 
Gallery, it incited a negative 
response in some viewers — 
enough so that some called WXMI 
Fox 17 to voice their concerns.
One such person was GVSU 
student Heather Mantovani.
At press time, she was 
unavailable for comment, but 
during an interview with the news 
outlet in a segment which aired 
on March 15 she called the piece 
“disturbing” and referred to it as 
"red flag behavior.”
“I just think there needs to 
be standards for a community,” 
Mantovani told WXMI Fox 17. 
“ITiere are boundaries, you know. 
You don’t have to define art for the 
whole world."
Zbiciak said by focusing on 
only Bergenham’s piece outside the 
context of the show. Fox 17 missed
should be reminded of jobs they 
have had or people with whom 
they have worked in the past or 
present.
And keeping track of what 
job Ehrenreich was working at 
any given time was no problem 
with the costumes designed 
by Amanda Rae Janke. Their 
over-exaggerated nature clearly 
explained where Barbara was 
at all times, with clever made- 
up company names stitched 
conspicuously on their fronts.
And the audience never had 
a problem deciphering who was 
in management: They just found 
the guy in the tie and bad comb- 
over haircut, with the sleazy, 
condescending tone.
Fanny packs accompanied the 
rude tourists, and the middle-aged 
soccer moms at Mall-Mart wore 
overalls.
Make no mistake though, 
beneath the humor and funny 
costumes laid a valuable lesson 
that will not soon be forgotten.
It was seen in the breaking 
back of the elderly and 
overworked housekeeper.
It was seen in the abused retail 
employee whose faith in God was 
the only thing keeping her going.
It was seen in the anguish on 
Ehrenreich’s face as she slumped, 
defeated, on a park bench one 
sunny afternoon.
Every instance in the play was
Courtesy Photo / David Bergenham 
Controversial piece: Artist David Bergenham pierces his face with skewers as part 
of his artistic work.
an actual situation Ehrenreich 
experienced while writing her 
btxtk, said Director Penelope 
Notter.
The only thing separating
GVL / Katie Mitchell
Out on the streets: Playing the lead roll of Barbara, Whitney Hershberger receives the word that her apartment is not ready 
and she is now homeless. The play, "Nickel and Dimed," was directed by Penelope Notter.
Barbara from her minimum-wage 
co-workers was her ability to 
escape back to a life of two-piece 
suits and $3,(XX) sofas.
As a whole, the GVSU
production of “Nickel and 
Dimed” masterfully immersed 
the audience into the world of the 
working class.
estack@lanthorn.com
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GVSU takes home 
trophy at National 
Trumpet Competition
By Brandy Arnold
GVLA&E Editor
Originally published March 24. 2008
For the second time since the 
Grand Valley State University trumpet 
ensemble’s conception in 2003, the 
group placed first at the National 
Trumpet Competition Trumpet 
Ensemble Division.
The competition was held from 
March 13 through 16 in Fairfax, 
Va. at George Mason University. 
Ensembles from schools such as The 
Juilliard School and Boston University 
compete, and 27 ensembles make it to 
the semifinals.
The ensemble took fourth place in 
2003, second in 2005 and first in 2006. 
Members this year include Jeffrey 
Northman, Jeffrey Lewandowski, 
Hunter Eberly, Alex Wilson and Mark 
Peterson.
Each time the ensemble makes 
an appearance at the competition 
the level of excitement and intensity 
has increased, said Richard Stoelzel, 
associate professor of music and 
director for the ensemble.
“This year they knew, because 
they had won two years ago, they’d
have a target on their backs,” he said. 
“They put in even more time and really 
worked hard, tapping themselves and 
getting various critiques.”
The win “skyrockets” the perception 
of the GVSU ensemble, Stoezel 
added.
“Juilliard has some of the finest 
musicians out there.” he said. “It just 
shows that a lot of hard work and 
desire go a long way. It feels a little 
like beating Tiger Woods.”
This is both Northman and 
Lewandowski’s last semester at 
GVSU.
Stoelzel said even as the ensemble 
members make their way in whatever 
career path they choose, they will 
always have the experience to look 
back on fondly.
“If the going gets rough, they can 
just remember that hard work and 
paying your dues really does pay off in 
the end,” he said.
Northman, of Mount Clemens, 
Mich., said each year he participated 
in the competition he became more 
comfortable performing.
“The nerves are always there, but it 
gets a lot better every year,” he said. “I 
was pretty relaxed on stage this year.”
He agreed with Stoelzel that 
taking first place in the competition 
has boosted the respect the ensemble 
receives in the trumpet community.
“The first year everyone was like
‘Where’s Grand Valley?”’ he said. 
“Now it seems everyone knows where 
it is and what professor Stoelzel has 
done.”
To get to that place, the ensemble 
members put in about eight hours of 
formal practice a week and practice 
their performance piece from four 
weeks in the fall semester right up until 
the day of the performance.
It was sometimes hard to balance 
class and practice, Northman said.
“But we made sure to find time,” 
he said. “We always knew what we 
wanted to accomplish.”
The trumpet ensemble members 
have been invited to play in both China 
and Turkey, but because of financial 
constraints, they will only be able to 
choose one, Stoelzel said.
“We’re hoping Turkey works out 
and they’ll play there sometime in 
May,” he said.
Northman has also been chosen 
as one of the top three finalists in the 
International Trumpet Guild Orchestral 
Competition, which will take place in 
Canada in June. Lewandowski won the 
competition last year.
“And (Northman) is going to win it 
this year,” Stoelzel said. “We’ve been 
getting a lot of attention, nationally 
and internationally. It’s fantastic.”
arts@lant/u>rn.com National winners: Students participating in the competition from left: Hunter Eberly, Jeffrey . 
Northman, Jeff Lewandowski, Mark Peterson and Alex Wilsony
‘Raymond’ writer offers 
Hollywood, industry insight
By Dani Willcutt
GVL Staff Writer
Originally published Nov. 12. 2007
Tom Caltabiano, a former 
writer on “Everybody Loves 
Raymond,” screened his film “95 
Miles to Go” at the Loosemore 
Auditorium on Nov. 9.
The film documents an 
eight-day stand-up comedy tour 
through the south with only Ray 
Romano, Caltabiano and film 
student Roger Lay, Jr.
fssaasJfts. Jto
;stion and answer session 
|th Caltabiano, who offered his 
isoned insight into Hollywood 
id the industry as a whole.
The comedy that stems from 
: situations are organic in every 
ly. Romano was a celebrity 
iring the filming, but still rising 
his current superstar-status. 
He film offers insight into his 
ixieties on newfound celebrity 
|d fortune.
Romano is a man who 
ted with nothing and is now 
highest paid entertainer in 
lerica, said Frank Boring, a 
:ulty member in the School 
Communications who 
is instrumental in bringing 
dtabiano to Grand Valley State 
tiversity
‘This is a very honest portrait 
what it’s like to be a stand- 
comedian.” Caltabiano said, 
/e’re not playing to the camera 
you forget that it’s there — it’s 
jgst that one of the comedians 
Appens to be very famous.”
' Caltabiano and Romano, 
being longtime friends, did a 
short stand-up tour every spring. 
A slight oddness to their touring 
if the two friends must drive 
to each location, as Romano is 
afraid to fly.
It was through evaluating the 
humor that was from the two 
comedians in a car for days that 
Caltabiano said he knew bringing 
a camera along would be a great 
idea
“I’ve seen this movie more 
than 100 times and I still always
GVL / Pete Tabbeij
Movie screening: ‘Everybody Loves Raymond" writer Tom Caltabiano (left) and 
GVSU professor Frank Boring hang out in Loosemore Auditorium following a 
screening of the film "95 Miles to Go."
laugh every time a part comes 
up,” Caltabiano said.
Although Romano receives 
the most limelight concerning 
the film, Caltabiano is far from 
being a stranger to Hollywood. 
He wrote on “Everybody Loves 
Raymond” for nine seasons, 
winning two Primetime Emmys. 
Caltabiano also guest-hosted 
“The Late Late Show” while it 
was searching for a replacement 
for Craig Kilbom, and is also 
currently pitching a show idea to 
ABC.
When Caltabiano initially 
spoke with Romano about 
filming their tour. Romano told 
him no, he said.
“He didn’t want to deal with 
the camera crews and all of 
the people,” he said. “By only 
bringing Roger along to film it, 
we gained a level of comfort, 
which allowed Ray to really be 
himself.”
The film is completely 
unscripted. Every interaction 
scene is genuine, Caltabiano 
said, and every comedic moment 
is on-the-spot.
“You forget the camera’s 
there right away,” Caltabiano 
said “You watch the ‘Real 
World’ and think, ‘Yeah right, 
they’re just doing this because
the camera’s watching them,’ b^[ 
that’s not the case. When it’s (1 
24/7 you forget.”
Without the drama of 
show such as the “Real World;? 
it would be easy to assume 
the film doesn’t have a lot of 
entertainment value, however
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'Golden Compass' total failure
By fyan R. Copping
CVL SU{ff Writer
Originally-published Dec. 10.2007
☆ 1/2 oiJJ ☆☆☆☆
The movie version of 
Philip Pullman’s “The Golden 
Compass” is opening with a 
lot of controv^-sy due to its 
material’s athe^tic themes. 
However, a tilrmis not a book 
and vice versa. They are two 
different things (hat must be 
treated differentll, although 
there is always sine overlap 
when a reviewer ^as read the 
novel on which the movie is 
based.
After seeing theifilm, 
it is realized much cW the 
controversy is over liothing. 
Almost every explicit depiction 
of organized religion in the 
book has been either removed or 
made a metaphor. Thistoicture 
can certainly be interpreted as 
critical of organized reliiion, 
but there are many other 
readings possible.
The good news is the 
him version of “The Golden 
Compass” is not a piece of 
propaganda trying to scare 
children out of the church and 
insult adult believers. The bad
news is it is a total failure on 
almost every artistic level. Lest 
the reader think I am biased 
by my own (Catholic-leaning) 
beliefs, I saw this movie with a 
Protestant, an agnostic and two 
atheists, and we all agreed the 
movie was terrible.
The film keeps the basic and 
successful plot of the novel, 
which is very complicated 
and hard to fully explain. In a 
parallel but similar universe, an 
autocratic organization named 
the Magisterium rules the world 
and wishes to control every 
aspect of its subjects’ lives, 
including their free will. The 
movie opens as a seemingly 
ordinary orphan named Lyra 
(Dakota Blue Richards) stops a 
plot to murder her mysterious 
uncle. Lord Asriel (Daniel 
Craig). Knowing his life is 
in danger, Asriel gives her 
the Golden Compass of the 
film’s title, a device sought by 
the Magisterium capable of 
telling absolute truth. Lyra then 
develops an unusual relationship 
with a strange woman named 
Mrs. Coulter (Nicole Kidman) 
who takes a sudden interest 
in the girl. Lyra eventually 
discovers Coulter is part of a 
plot to kidnap children, and 
manages to escape. Aided by
friends of Lord Asriel, she heads 
to the Arctic to discover the plot 
and rescue the children.
The movie’s biggest 
problem is the fantasy world 
is completely unconvincing. 
Never does the audience feel 
this is a world that could 
plausibly exist. The film’s 
computer generated imagery 
(CGI) sets are impossible to 
believe, as are the endless 
string of animal characters 
(the monkey is particularly 
unconvincing). The human 
characters, which were subtle 
and well-etched in the book, are 
ludicrously underdeveloped. 
Coulter, for example, is depicted 
ambiguously in Pullman’s book, 
causing the reader to constantly 
shift their opinion of her, and 
also try to figure out where 
her allegiance lies. In the film, 
Kidman and director Chris 
Weitz, who also adapted the 
script, telegraph to the audience 
this woman is a liar and a major 
hypocrite.
Pullman’s novels are 
insulting to most anyone of 
religious faith, but they were 
brilliantly written. The movie 
is unlikely to offend, but 
incompetently constructed. I’ll 
let you decide which is worse.
rcoppinf(@lanthorn.com
Raymond
continued from page B8
those in the audience found that 
was not the case.
“(The film) sounds 
boring,” said Stacey Caimean, 
an audience member. “Just 
watching two guys drive 
around? But it’s not, (Romano) 
is just naturally funny.”
A part in the film that got a 
lot of laughs from the audience 
was Romano’s insistence on 
making “mind bets” with 
himself. The film begins with 
him discussing a “mind bet” he 
had just lost in which he could 
not play golf for two weeks 
after the tour. Later in the film 
he loses a “mind bet” that 
forces him to give up watching 
television — in his own hotel 
room — and to ship his golf 
clubs back to California.
When Caltabiano’s Q&A
period began, he first asked the 
audience questions about the 
film. “Do you guys know what 
mind bets are? Did that make 
sense?” he asked the crowd.
The answer was a resounding 
“yes,” which was not expected 
by Caltabiano. A possible 
explanation was that many in 
the audience were film students 
as well.
Throughout the Q&A period 
the curious students mainly 
fished for tips on making it 
in Hollywood. Caltabiano 
discussed how hard it is to get 
an idea for a show picked up, 
and just to generally find work.
During the very end of the 
night, Romano made a surprise 
call, taking time to answer 
questions from the audience 
over speakerphone and to 
discuss the industry. He spoke 
of a show he’s in the process of 
pitching — one that he has had
some trouble getting picked up.
Caltabiano cited Romano’s 
frustrations of getting his show 
picked up as a prime example 
of how hard it is to make it as a 
Hollywood writer.
“Even Ray, who had one of 
the most successful sitcoms in 
the history of television can’t 
find work” Caltabiano said. 
“What do you have to do to 
prove yourself in Hollywood?”
Romano and Caltabiano also 
both discussed the strike of the 
Hollywood Writer’s Guild, of 
which they are each members. 
Both men said they had been 
picketing during the week of 
Nov. 9.
“At any given time 50 
percent of the Writer’s Guild 
members are unemployed,” 
Romano said. “These writers 
work very hard.”
I
dwillcutt@lanthorn.com
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CLASSIFIED RATES
DEADLINES: Noon Thursday for Monday, Noon Monday for Thursday 
E-mail your classifieds: ciassiheds@ianthorn.com
FREQUENCY COMMERCIAL
2 Issues min.
3-4 Issues 
5+ Issues
DEPTV 
NON PROFIT STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS^
MO.011 per week up to 25 words, 
Each additional word 25C
*ya»D VolUe lfMtttni
100 COMMONS
Allendale Campus331-2460
Calls taken Monday-f»fcay. 9-S
Services Opportunities
I Tan & Travel - Amazing Spe­
cials! Corner of Wilson and 
Lake Michigan Drive. Call today 
for more info! 616.735.9441. 
www. itanandt ravel. com
Lakeshore Pregnancy Center of 
Allendale. Free pregnancy test­
ing and peer counseling. On 
Lake Michigan Dr. next to 
Speedway. 616-895-1893
Lakeshore Pregnancy Center of 
Allendale. Free pregnancy test­
ing and peer counseling. On 
Lake Michigan Drive next to 
Speedway. 616-895-1893.
Pregnancy Resource Center. 
Providing reliable and confiden­
tial information on abortion and 
alternatives, emergency contra­
ception, sexually transmitted in­
fections and after abortion 
questions. FREE pregnancy test 
and ultrasound.
www.prcgr.com. 24 hour 
616-456-6873 or toll free 
1 -877-M Y-PCR-GR 
(1-877-697-7247).____________
Residence Inn Marriott, the 
closest hotel to home. Full 
kitchen in every room. Compli­
mentary hot breakfast buffet 
daily. Complimentary dinner 
(Monday-Thrusdays), free 
high-speed internet access. 10 
miles from GVSU. 3451 River- 
town Point Ct, Grandville. 
(800)331-3131
Legal help is here. Tolle & 
Walsh PLC. MIPs, drunk driv­
ing, criminal, civil matters, di­
vorce, custody. Fighting for 
your rights. Free initial consulta­
tion. Call toll free: 
866-726-1400._______________
Need a quiet place to study? 
Wilderness Expressions. Free 
wireless connection. 10% off 
for students! 363 Cummings 
NW, 616-791-8660.
Wanted
Deja Vu Showgirl Search! Ra­
vine @ Douglas in Kalamazoo. 
Call today for more info! 
269-344-5311._______________
Opportunities
Great China Inn Chinese Res­
taurant, located just off of the 
Lk Michigan Dr. and Wilson in­
tersection, offers a Grand Valley 
student 10% discount! Over 
100 entrees available! Dine in & 
Carry out. 616-791-1836______
We deliver! 7 days a week! Over 
20 Jimmy John’s locations in 
the Grand Rapids/Kalamazoo 
area. To find the location near­
est you, visit jimmyjohns.com. 
“Your mom wants you to eat at 
Jimmy John’s!”
See what all the excitement is 
about this summer at Oakland 
University! If you are spending 
summer in the Metro Detroit 
area, keep moving toward 
graduation as a guest student 
at OU! Free applications for 
guest students are available on­
line at oakland.edu/guest or call 
(800)OAK-UNIV
10% off for students at Wilder­
ness Expressions. Come study 
in our comfortable, laid-back 
environment with free wireless! 
Try our delicious coffee drinks 
and tasty snacks! 
616-791-8660. Right off Lake 
Michigan Drive close to a Rapid 
stop!
Little Darlings. Amazing nightly 
specials! Ravine @ Douglas in 
Kalamazoo Call today for more 
info! 269-344-5311.
Our Max Checking account 
pays 5% APY and offers free 
ATMs anywhere! Earn the max 
on your money. Stop into any 
branch, call 616.242.9790, or 
visit us online at 
www.LMCU.org
Doctor of Chiropractic with Lo­
gan University Programs Col­
lege of Chiropractic. Includes 
extensive study in science, 
physiotherapy, nutrition, radiol­
ogy, clinical sciences, chiro­
practic techniques, business 
training and extensive clinical 
rotations. Contact Logan Uni­
versity at www.logan.edu for an 
info packet to your future as a 
Doctor of Chiropractic.
Specialties within Chiropractic: 
Sports Rehab, Pediatrics, Geri­
atric, Radiology, Acupuncture, 
General Practice, Neurology, 
Orthopedics, Research and 
Personal Injury. Contact Logan 
University at www.logan.edu for 
an info packet to your future as 
a Doctor of Chiropractic.
Employment
ATTENTION GVSU STU­
DENTS.
Part-time work. $14.25 
base-appt, customer 
sales/service. Conditions apply. 
No experience necessary. Filling 
Spring and Summer positions. 
Call 616-241-6303 or apply on­
line at workforstudents.com
Bartenders wanted. Up to 
$250/Day. No Experience nec­
essary. Training provided. Age 
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520. 
ext. 226.
Staff at Indian Trails Camp are 
given the opportunity to experi­
ence an unforgettable summer! 
Located 3 miles from 
Allendale-GVSU campus. Camp 
counselor positions 
available-we will train and cer­
tify. June 12th- August 2nd. 
Competitive salary and excel­
lent opportunity! For more infor­
mation contact: Lance Davis at 
INDIAN TRAILS CAMP, 0-1859 
LAKE MICHIGAN DRIVE, 
GRAND RAPIDS Ml, 49534. 
CALL 616-677-5251, ldavis@in- 
diantrailscamp.org.
Work on Mackinac Island this 
season. Make life long friends. 
The Island House Hotel and Ry- 
ba’s Fudge Shops are looking 
for seasonal help in all areas: 
front desk, bell staff, wait staff, 
sales clerks, and baristas. Em­
ployment through late October. 
Housing, bonus, and dis­
counted meals available. Call 
Ryan 1-800-626-6304. 
www.theislandhouse.com.
We are looking for a male or fe­
male representative who can 
work for us as a part-time 
worker and get paid for all work 
you do. You can still keep your 
regular job while you are work­
ing for us. If interested send 
email to mark-scott@live.com 
for more information.
For Sale
Nursery Complete - All you 
need for your baby or toddler:
Simmons wooden crib, white 
changer table & pad, high- 
chairs, huggie carrier, toys, 
clothes, bumper pads, basinet 
for newborn, and lots of addi- 
tional accessories. 
616-892-9637 after 7pm. Best 
offer basis.
Massage Table: Wood frame, 
burgundy color, used for short 
time while attending Blue Heron 
Massage School, certified size, 
like new, head rest, black carry­
ing case included. Purchase 
price $800, best offer, call Carol 
616-892-9637 after 7 p.m.
Housing
1,2,3 and 4 bedroom town- 
homes with many amenities 
available at Copper Beech. Now 
leasing for 08-09. Act now be­
fore they are gone! 
616-895-2900
Save 40%+ on utilities at Full 
Circle Townhomes. Green built 
& LEED certified. On Lake 
Michigan Dr. right next to cam­
pus and bus stop. Bamboo 
floors. Real wood flat slab cabi­
nets. EnergyStar appliances in- 
cluding front-loaded 
washer/dryer. Designer lighting. 
Rich paint colors. High speed 
Internet and expanded digital 
cable included. 3 beds/3 baths 
(plus a bonus room!) ONLY 2
UNITS______ LEFT! Call
616-558-8853 or www.fullcir- 
clegvsu.com
3- BD lower. Walking distance to
downtown campus, onsite laun­
dry, offstreet parking, backyard, 
storage shed, front deck, pets 
OK. $750/month. 534-7175, 
350-3038, or
aar0nswig3r@wmis.net
4- BD Walker home. 7.5 miles to 
GVSU. 2 story, 1 bath, full base­
ment. Appliances included, no 
pets, no smoking. $975/month. 
616-560-1787, Mike.
4-BD, 2.5 blocks from Meijer in 
Standale. 1 stall attached ga­
rage, large deck, fenced in back 
yard, washer/dryer, central air. 
$1000/month. 616-915-1546.
Looking for the best in rental 
housing? Look no more! 
American Realty specializes in 
college housing with over 50 
houses in the greater Grand 
Rapids area. Go visit our 
homes on-line and apply today. 
www.american-realty.net. 
616.913.9004
Must see this beautiful private 
home. Designed by and built for 
local artist. Built on 3 acres off a 
private drive with access to 
swimming lake and wildlife 
pond. For more information and 
photos, go to 
www.infotube.net/194413 or 
call 616-895-9458. Asking 
$419,000*.__________________
Quiet with quality. Royal Vista 
Apartments and Townhomes in 
Walker. $625-$1075. Specials 
to save you up to $185 per 
month! Convenient location, 
immediate freeway access, 
washer/dryer and garage in­
cluded! Flexible 6, 9, and 12 
month leases. Call today! 
616-453-9999._______________
Subleaser needed! (May-July) 
$235/month rent, utilities 
$50-80. 4-BD house. Room­
mates: 3 guys, 1 gal, 2 dogs. 
Contact: Eric Strickler at 
616-745-4287 or boarjaw@ya- 
hoo.com____________________
Off-campus housing. Small 
1-BD house less than 5 minutes 
from Allendale campus. 
$450/month. 895-6873 or
690-3013.
Looking for 3+ subleasers to 
sublease townhouse in Hillcrest. 
lease starts in Aug. ‘08 and 
goes to April ‘09. Please e-mail 
saucedom@student.gvsu.edu 
for more info.
Campus West Apartments and 
Townhouses. All units include 
cable TV, free parking, free tan­
ning, 24 hr. security, community 
room, high speed internet, on­
site management, 24 hr. emer­
gency maintenance, on GVSU 
37 and 48 bus route.
Brand new apartments and 
townhomes. The Village at 48 
West. Pre-leasing for fall 2008. 
Furniture included, 
washer/dryer, fitness center, 
free wi-fi and expanded cable. 
Sign up today! 616-850-1056, 
www.48west.info, or 
48west@48west.info
THREE BEDROOM HOUSE for 
rent. Near DOWNTOWN cam­
pus, nice neighborhood. All ap­
pliances, including washer, 
dryer and dishwasher. Call 
616-454-3035 or e-mail bode- 
gashill@sbcglobal.net for more 
information. $750/month.
Cottonwood Forest Condomin­
ium for sale or lease. Limited 
number of units available! Con­
tact the Association Office to­
day! Starting as low as $290/mo 
or own for less than rent start­
ing at $64,900. Utilities included 
(except electric), 2 bedroom 1 
bath, nature trails for Grand 
River, 15 minutes to both cam­
puses, FREE Fitness 19 mem­
bership. 616-457-3714. Open 
Monday-Friday, 12-6 p.m._____
3 rooms available in 5-room 
house just one mile west of 
Allendale campus. No added 
fees! Includes all utilities, ca­
ble, wireless, washer and 
dryer. Remodeled 2008, just 
$425/month. Call Gerald, 
248-943-0779.______________
Heritage Towne Square Apart­
ments. “Now Leasing” 
616.895.2500
Meadows Crossing...Your Pre­
miere Student Townhome Com­
munity. Located at the 48th 
Avenue entrance to GVSU. Now 
leasing for 2008! Visit us at our 
leasing office or call today at 
616-892-2700 to schedule an 
appointment! www.mead- 
owscrossing.net.
CLARK COUNTY SCHOOL DISTRICT
Las Vegas, Nevada
Seeking
TEACHERS and HEALTH SERVICE 
PROFESSIONALS 
^ for the
2008-2009 
^ school year
CCSD^
CLARK COUNTY
SCHOOL DISTRICT
For Health Service Professionals inquiries: 
Speech Pathologists 
702.799.7437 
Occupational Therapists 
702.799.7441 
School Psychologists 
702.799.7465 
Nurses 
702.799.7443
Excellent Benefit Package 
Mentoring For New Employees 
No State, County, or City Tax
For Teacher Inquiries: 
702.855.5414
Interviews are conducted at various 
locations nationally, daily in
I ac V/priAC
visit 0
www.c
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Matt Miller
GVSU GraJ, 2001
Mike Walsh
GVSU Adjunct Prof
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rights.
Free Initial Consultation 
Statewide Representation
Toll Free: (866) 726-1400
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’Start and and times may vary by ona hour
Please apply in person between 9:00am 
and 4:00pm Monday through Thursday.
We are ioceted at:
3378 Three Mile Road NW 
Walker. Ml 49534
Qualifications:
• 18 years or older
• Ability to load, unload, sort packages
• Part-time, 5-day week
• $8 50 or $9 50/hr to start scheduled raises
$1500 in Tuition Assistance After 60 Daysl
FedEx.com/us/careers
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Kelly Archibald
Your success over the last 
four years is just the 
beginning of what awaits 
you just over the horizon 
Keep your focus 
compassion and sense of 
humor
Love Mom, Dad A Katie
*
Yalea Baughman
Yalea
Congratulations!
We are truly proud of you 
and this wonderful 
accomplishment May this 
oe the beginning of many
successes.
Love Mom, Katnce A Codie
Geoffrey Bierbower
Rob Austin
Congratulations Rob - 
A smile is one of the most 
wonderful things in life and 
your smile is infectious... 
then and now. To continued 
happiness and success 
We love you
Mom and Dad
Amanda Bevel
What a beautiful young 
woman you have become' 
We are so proud of you!
Love
Mom, Dad Greg, Grandma, 
Aunt Joyce, Amy, Glenda 
Karen, Brenda and the 
VMiole Family*
. #' W/ r'n
Christopher Carver
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James Davey
Jim
We are all so very proud 
of you!
Love
Mom, Dad and Danielle
Juston Espinoza
Juston
You be grajamatatin* . 
We've known since way 
back then you could do it 
You've made us very proL 
You done good son'
Love Mom. Dad. Jake.
& Elena
Matthew Ferguson Richard Lacoursier Jr.
Matt
Congratulations on 
achieving your teaching 
certification* You have 
worked so hard, and we are 
very proud of you! Best 
Wishes" at Grad School!
Love Dad. Mom Bn, 
Grandma and Grandpa
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Rick,
Congratulations on 
graduating from GVSU.
We are very proud of you 
You will defmetly do 
amazing things in the future 
Always follow your hopes 
and dreams.
Love Mom & Jaime
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Kara Lamson Courtney Lawler
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Lauren Sommers Laura Wasilewski
Lauren, Congratulations on your 
graduation! You have 
accomplished so much 
and we are so proud of you 
We love you and wish you 
the best in the future.
We are so proud of you and 
all you have accomplished 
at GVSU Congratulations 
and best of luck in med 
school
Mom & Dad
Love
Mom, Dad Jeff and Lindsey
WOULD LIKE TO THANK 
■■■■THE FOLLOWING
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BrandyArnold 
MattAuriemme 
RobAustin 
Michel I e Hamilton
HollynJohnson 
MattKeeler 
MarcKoorstra 
Laura Wasilewski
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